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This document presents results of a wind tunnel test'of the.Rockwell
 
International Space Shuttle Mated Vehicle in the NASA Ames Researdh Center
 




conducted in the 8 X 7-foot leg of the Ames Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel.
 
The primary test objective was to define the base pressure environ­
ment of the first and second stage mated vehicle in a supersonic flow
 
field from Mach 2.60 through 3.50 with simulated rocket engine exhaust
 
plumes. The secondary objective was to obtain the pressure'env-ironment
 




Data were obtained at angles of attack from -4'through +4' at zero
 
yaw, and at yaw angles from -4'through +40 at zero angle of attack, with
 
rocket plume sizes varying from smaller than nominal to much greater than
 
nominal. Failed Orbiter engine data were also obtained. Elevon hinge
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4 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, 
MACH = 3.0 
PT, CONFIG. A 1-5 
5 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, 
MACH = 3.5 
PT, CONFIG. A 6-10 
6 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN PITCH, MACH = 3.0 
PT, CONFIG. B 11-12 
7 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN PITCH, MACH = 3.5 
PT, CONFIG B 13-14 
8 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN YAW, 
MACH = 3.0 
PT, CONFIG. C 15-19 
9 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN YAW, 
MACH = 3.5 
PT, CONFIG. C 20-24 
10 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN YAW, MACH = 3.0 
PT, CONFIG. D 25-26 
11 MPS PLUME SI'ZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN YAW, MACH = 3.5 
PT, CONFIG. D 27-28 
12 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, 
MACH = 2.6 
PT, CONFIG. A 29-33 
13 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, 
MACH = 3.0 
PT, CONFIG. A 34-38 
14 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, 
MACH = 3.5 
PT, CONFIG. A 39-43 




15 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN PITCH, MACH = 2.6 
16 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN PITCH, MACH = 3.0 
17 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN PITCH, MACH 3.5 
18 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN YAW, 
MACH = 2.6 
19 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN YAW, 
MACH = 3.0 
20 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS IN YAW, 
MACH = 3.5 
21 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN YAW, MACH = 2.6 
22 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN YAW, MACH = 3.0 
23 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IN YAW, MACH = 3.5 
24 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, MACH = 2.6 
25 MRS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
























































































26 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, MACH = 3.5 
PT, CONFIG. A 81-85 
27 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE 
MOMENTS IN PITCH, MACH = 2.6 
PT, CONFIG. B 86-87 
28 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE 
MOMENTS IN PITCH, MACH = 3.0 
PT, CONFIG. B 88-89 
29 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE 
MOMENTS IN PITCH, MACH = 3.5 
CONFIG. B 90-91 
30 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, MACH = 2.6 
PT, CONFIG. C 92-96 
31 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, MACH = 3.0 
PT, CONFIG. C 97-101 
32 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, MACH = 3.5 
CONFIG. C 102-106 
33 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE 
MOMENTS IN YAW, MACH = 2.6 
PT, CONFIG. D 107-108 
34 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE 
MOMENTS IN YAW, MACH = 3.0 
PT,,CONFIG. D 109-110 
35 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE 
MOMENTS IN YAW, MACH=3.5 
CONFIG. D 111-112 
36 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB, PT A 113-117 









37 ELEVON.DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH.= 3.0 
ELV-IB, PT A 118-122 
38 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS. 
IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.5 
ELVrIB A 123-127' 
39 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECt ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB, PT B 128-129 
40 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON 'ELEVON H.M. 
IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB, PT B 130-131 
41 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB B 132-133 
42 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB, PT C 134-138 
43 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, POWER OFF,-MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB, PT C 139-143 
44 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB C 144-148 
45 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB, PT D 149-150 
46 ELEVONDEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB, PT D 151-152 
47 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB D 153-154 







48 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB, PT A 155-159 
49 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB A 160-164 
50 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB A 165-169 
51 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB, PT B 170-171 
52 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB B 172-173 
53 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB B 174-175 
54 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB, PT C 176-180 
55 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB C 181-185 
56 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB C 186-190 
57 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB, PT D 191-192 
58 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB D 193-194 

































ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 

IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 3.5
 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONSEFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 2.6 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 

IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH-= 3.0
 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 

IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.5
 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 

IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 246
 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 

IN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.0
 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 

INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.5
 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 

IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 2.6
 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 

IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.0
 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 

IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.5
 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 























































































70 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB,ELV-OB,PT D 235-236 
71 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN YAW, POWER OFF, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB D 237-238 
72 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB,ELV-OB,PT, A 239-243 
73 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, POWER ON,.MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB A 244-248 
74 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB A 249-253 
75 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 2.6 
ELV-IB,ELV-OB,PT B 254-255. 
76 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 256-257 
77 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACH = 3.5 
- ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 258-259 
78 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING-LOADS 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 2.6 
-ELV-IB,ELV-OB,PT C 260-264 
79 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS-EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB,.ELV-OB C 265-269 
80 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB C 270-274 









81 ELEVON fDEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON HAM. 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 2.Q 
ELV-IB, ELV-QB,PT D 2751276 
82 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 3.0 
ELV-IB, ELVOB D 277-278, 
83 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. 
IN YAW, POWER ON, MACH = 3.5 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB D 279-280 
84 2NDSTAGE-MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT 
ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, MACH = 3.5 
CONFIG. A 281-285 
85 2ND STAGE-MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT 
ON ELEVON H.M. IN PITCH, MACH = 3.5 
CONFIG. B 286-287 
86 2ND STAGE-MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT 
ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACH = 3.5 
CONFIG. C 288-292 
87 2ND STAGE-MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT 
ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, MACH = 3.5 
CONFIG. D 293-294 
88 SUMMARY-NOMINAL PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, 
ELV-IB = ELV-OB = 0.0 
ALPHA E 295-299 
89* SUMMARY-NOMINAL PLUME EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE 
MOMENTS, ELV-IB = ELV-OB = 0.0 
-ALPHA F 300-301 
90 SUMMARY-MPS PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS,. 
SRB OFF, DELVIB = DELVOB = 0.0 
CONFIG. E 302-306 
91 SUMMARY-MPS PLUME EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M., 
SRB OFF, DELVIB = DELVOB = 0.0 
CONFIG. F 307-308 
FIGURE 
NUMBER 






92 SUMMARY-MPS PLUME/SRB PLUME EFFECT ON WING 
LOADS, DELVIB = DELVOB = 0.0 
CONFIG. E 309-313 
93 SUMMARY-MPS PLUME/SRB PLUME EFFECT ON 'ELEVON 
H.M., DELVIB = DELVOB = 0.0 
CONFIG. F 314-315 
94 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING 
LOADS, POWER OFF 
DELVIB, DELVOB E 316-320 
95 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON 
H.M., POWER OFF 
DELVIB, DELVOB F 321-322 
96 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING 
LOADS, NOMINAL POWER ON 
DELVIB, DELVOB E 323-327 
97 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON 
H.M., NOMINAL POWER ON 
DELVIB, DELVOB F 328-329 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
A) CBMW, CTMW, CNW, XWCP/L, YWCP/B versus ALPHA 
B) CHEI, CHEO versus ALPHA 
C) CBMW, CTMW, CNW, XWCP/L, YWCP/B versus BETA 
D) CHEI, CHEO versus BETA 
E) DCBMW, DCTMW, DCNW, DXWCP DYWCP versus MACH 








































speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
CP pressure coefficient; (Pl - P.)/q 
MACH Mach number; V/a 
pressure; N/m2, psf 
Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; l/2pV 2, N/m2, psf 
Q(PSF) 
RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
veloci.ty; m/sec, ft/sec 
ALPHA angle,of attack, degrees 
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees 
PSI angle of yaw, degrees 
mass density; kg/m 3, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
2
base area; m , ft2
 
BREF - reference span; m, ft
 




LREF reference length, m, ft
 
mean aerodynamic chord; m, ft
 
SREF wing'area or reference area; m2 , ft2
 



















































moment reference point on X axis
 
moment reference point on Y axis
 
moment reference point on Ziaxis
 
SRB nozzle throat area, in2
 
MPS nozzle throat area, in
 
wing bending moment, about Y. = 106., in-lbf
 
wing bending moment coefficient, about Yo = 106
 
elevon reference length, in
 








wing panel normal force coefficient
 
surface tap pressure coefficient; i = tap number
 




outboard elevon deflection, degrees
 
expansion ratio, MPS nozzle
 

































odter elevon hinge moment about'hinge line, in-lbs
 




nozzle plume boundary exit angle measured relative
 






wing panel normal force - lbf­




Orbiter chamber pressure, psia
 
SRM chamber pressure, psia
 
nozzle exit, i indicates nozzle location, psia
 
local static pressure, psia
 
tunnel freestream static pressure, psia
 
tunnel freestream total pressure, psia
 
local total pressure at ith probe, psia
 
Orbiter chamber to freestream pressure ratio
 
SRB chamber to freestream pressure ratio
 
exit to freestream pressure ratio at ith station
 






























space shuttle main engines
 
average tunnel total temperature OR
 
Orbiter plume air total temperature, 0R
 
SRM plume air total temperature, OR
 
wing panel torsion moment, in-lbf
 
SRB nozzle weight flow rate, lb/sec
 




i - Nozzle number,
 
I = Top MPS nozzle,
 
2 = L.H. MPS nozzle,
 
3 = R.H. MPS nozzle,
 
4 = L.H. SRB nozzle,
 




i = surface tap numbers, see figure 2i
 
= freestream tunnel conditions 
b = bas6 
1 = local 
s = static conditions 





XCp/REF XWCP/L wing center of pressure as a fraction of 
body length I I 
YCp/bREF YWCP/B wing center of pressure as a fraction of 
body span 
A6ei DELVIB incremental inboard elevon deflection, degrees 
A6eo DELVOB incremental outboard dlevon deflection,,degrees 
ACp DCP incremental surface tap pressure coefficient 
ACBW DCBMW incremental wing bending moment coefficient, 
about Yo = 106 
ACTW DCTMW incremental wing torsion moment coefficient, 
about Xo = 1307 
ACNW DCNW incremental wing panel normal force coefficient 
AChei DCHEI hinge moment coefficient increment for inboard elevon 
due to power/plume effect, power on- power off. 
ACh DCHEO hinge moment coefficient increment for outboard elevon due to power/plume effect, power on- power off 
AXCp/REF DXWCP incremental wing center-of pressure as a fraction 
of body length 
AYCP/bREF DYWCP incremental wing 'enter of pressure as a fraction 
-of body span 
B PHI SRM base angle of roll, degrees 
00 PHI Orbiter angle of roll, degrees 
OS PHI SRBMach rake angle of roll, degrees 





















SRM base longitudinal distance, in
 
Orbiter longitudinal distance, in
 
Orbiter lateral distance, in
 
Orbiter vertical distance, in
 
SRB Mach rake longitudinal distance, in
 
external tank longitudinal distance, in
 
radius of tap location, in
 
radius of tap location divided by outer radius
 
body flap deflection angle, degrees
 
rudder deflection angle, degrees
 
elevon deflection angle, degrees
 






To obtain data for data sets (comprised of three data runs), the wind
 
tunnel freestream Mach number was set, and the model nozzle blowing system
 
pressures were set and allowed to stabilize. Pressure and panel data were
 
then recorded at each of the five c/8 combinations.'
 
No difficulty was encountered in bleeding off the added mass of model
 




Good data confidence is assignable on the basis of model and instru­




Hinge moment data are good,and wing normal force and bending moment
 
data are in reasonable agreement with prior data. Wing root torsional
 
moment data differ from expected values. However, this difference is
 
primarily due to loads on the forward wing glove (a primary contribution
 
to wing root torsional moment) which were not measured by the instrumen­
tation on the model.
 
Zero returns on the wiag gauges taken varied less than 0.4% and sen­
sitivity shifts were negligible. The elevon zero returns were generally
 
less than 0.3% with zero shift of less than 0.4%. These values are for
 
full scale ranges which were nominally 1.05 times the maximum test loads
 








The model was a blade strut mounted 0.010-scale replica of the
 
Rockwell International first stage (Orbiter, external oxygen hydrogen tank
 
and solid rocket boosters) Space Shuttle Vehicle. The model was used to
 
simulate the second stage by the removal of the solid rocket boosters.
 
The model was fabricated entirely of Armco steel stock, with the
 
exception of mechanical fasteners, seals, and electrical instrumentation
 
by and under the direction of the B-i Division of Rockwell International.
 
The basic Orbiter was inaccord with Rockwell International drawing
 
VL7O-000140C lines with the substitution of the blunter VL70-08410 and
 
VL70-08401 Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) pods on the upper sidewalls
 
and the elimination of the drag chute fairing from the vertical tail, re­
verting to the prior drawing, VL7O-000146A. This combination has been
 
designated - "140C modified" or VC70-000002.
 
The Orbiter is of blended wing body design with a double delta plan­
-
form (81/45ALE) 12% thick wing and full span elevons with a six inch inter­
panel gap between the independently deflectable inner and outer panels.
 
A single centerline vertical tail with rudder and/or speedbrake capability
 
ismounted between the two OMS pods, and a single body flap to aid in
 
trim control during reentry from orbit is fitted on the lower trailing
 
edge of the fuselage; the rudder/speedbrake and body flaps are not de­










drawing VC78-000002 for general confirmation. The attach hardware was on
 
drawing VL78-000062B and is the same as fitted to model 52T. The tank was
 
of cylindrical cross-section and had a liquid oxygen vent valve housing
 
with lightning rod at the front of the 612.0" radius tangent ogiye nose.
 
The outer surface simulated was what is referred to on later drawings as
 
the outside skin line which is the surface without the TPS thickness (SOFI)
 
added. Longeron hat section stiffeners between the oxygen and hydrogen
 
portions of the ET were simulated.
 
The general arrangement of External Tank.is shown in Figure 2c.
 
The Sdli d Rocket Boosters (SRB) were modelled to conform to Rockwell
 
International<drawing 'VC77-OOO0O2A with the exception that to maintain
 
consistency with model 88-S, the nozzle external contours were reflective
 
of the earlier VL77-000066.drawing with a nozzle gimbal point 86.8 inches
 
from the exit plane.
 
The SRB's are of cylindrical form with a flared base shielding the
 
nozzle and forward skirt.with a conical nose. A data capsule on the for­




The general layout of an SRB is shown in Figure 2d.
 
The model was basically in accord with Rockwell International Shuttle
 
Control drawing VC72-000002 with the exceptions noted, and may~be properly
 
referred to as Modified Vehicle 4 or proposed Vehicle 5.
 






in Figures 2a and 2e.
 
The Ames Unitary Tunnel high pressure air supply was utilized for cold
 
jet plume simulation of the jet plumes eminating from the Orbiter MPS and
 
SRB nozzles. The Orbiter MPS and the SRB nozzles were on each of two in­




The blowing nozzles were test flowed in calibration programs at the
 
Rocketdyne Rocket Nozzle Test Facility to determine that a satisfactory
 
quiescent plume shape was produced, and to calibrate initial turning angle
 
versus chamber pressure. These calibrations were petformed with an &ppro­
priate simulated air supply system, MPS or SRB, to most,accurately re­
produce the quiescent plume shape that could be expected with the nozzle
 
mounted on the model, and consequently most accurately predict the
 
Newtonian plume to be obtained at tunnel freestream conditions.
 
The initial turning angle is defined in Figure 2j. Results of the
 
nozzle calibrations are tabulated inTable IV.
 
The plume shapes for various Mach numbers were obtained by using one
 
nozzle contour and setting specific val'ues of po/P or Pej/P for each dif­
ferent Mach number. The nominal settings are presented in Tables IV and
 
V for the Orbiter and SRB nozzles.
 
The theoretical flow rates for MPS and SRB nozzle can be obtained
 












AT = .32715 in
2 
wMpS = .00098 Pco lb/sec per MPS nozzle
 
wSRB : .0074 Pcs lb/sec per SRB nozzle
 












F10  Body flap
 




N87  MPS nozzles
 





















AT28  Attach structure
 
AT31  Attach structure
 
AT32  Attach structure
 
PT12  ET protuberances
 
PT22  ET protuberances
 
PT23  ET protuberances
 
PT24  ET protuberances
 
PT25  ET protuberances
 
PT26  ET protuberances
 










$22 Solid rocket booster
 
N88  SR:B nozzle
 
PS20  SRB protuberances
 
PS21  SRB protuberances
 
PS22  SRB protuberances
 
PS14  SRB protuberances
 






PS15  SRB protuberances
 
PS16  SRB protuberances
 
The entire mated vehicle first stage was 01 T28 S22, and the second
 
stage was Ol T28.
 






Two three-pack scanivalves mounted at the base of the blade were used
 
to accrue data from 82 surface pressure taps, distributed as follows:
 
















iThese pressure taps were hardlined to the connection at the scani­




The numbering scheme is 100 series taps on the Orbiter, 200 series
 
)nthe External Tank and 300 series on the SRB's.
 
The right hand wing was made with the panel integral with a three
 
:omponent strain gauged beam to allow root bending moment, root torsion
 
noment and panel normal force to be measured. The .015 inch gap to the
 
)rbiter fuselage was not sealed.
 
The left hand wing panel was rigidly attached to the fuselage of the
 
)rbiter, but was provided with plain bearing hinged deflectable elevon
 
ith the inner and outer panels supported in torsion by individual strain
 






wag made with a cylindrical section lower gap and a conical section upper
 
gap with centerlines on the elevon hingeline so that the elevon gap will
 




To provide similar model aeroelastic characteristics on both wings,
 
the elevon arrangement on the right hand wing was identical to the left
 






The Ames Research Center Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel 8 x 7-foot super­
sonic test circuit is a closed-return, variable-density, air medium con­
tinuous flow facility with a 16 foot long test section and was used for
 
IA82C. The throat has flexible sidewalls for control of tunnel-Mach num­
ber. The tunnel is capable of attaining Mach numbers from 2.45-to 3.50
 
at Reynolds numbers from below 1.0 x lO6/ft to approximately 5.0 x 106/ft.
 
Models are supported in general from~stings mounted to a-body of
 
revolution on a floor to ceiling strut system. Internal strain-gauge
 




Schlieren and shadowgraph equipment is available as well as addi­




A high pressure cold air supply system for simulation of reaction
 
motor exhaust plumes was installed, with operation from the control room.
 
This system had a new series of redundant regulators fitted and the sys­
tem updated in 1974. Flow capabilities run to greater than 100 lbm/second
 
of unheated air at 3000 psig, fed from a huge vertical subterranian bottle
 






The blowing systems were monitored at twonominal stations, upstream
 
- of the nozzle (chamber pressure) and at the nozzle exits. The ratios of
 








Pcs = PCSRM = SRBCPR
P0 PO
 
Pei = PEi = RPEi 
P. Po
 
The plume air total temperatures, TTORB and TTSRM were also recorded.
 








Pi = individual measured pressure.
 
-For the base pressures,
 
i = 101 - 114 (omit 106)
 
= 121 - 124
 
= 131 
= 141 - 145 
= 201 - 231 
= 301 - 304 





and for the vent location pressures,
 
i = 151 - 170 (20 pressures)
 







CHEO = 	 HEO 
Se Ee
 
Right hand wing computations were: 







CTMW = 	 TW 
qSwe 
The following reference dimensions were used:
 
Symbol Model Scale Value 

b 9.3668 in 

Ce 0.907 in 






Sw 0.2690 ft2 

bREF 	 12.903 in 


























reference block LREF (tREF) and BREF (bREF) values.
 
All the IA82C source data is presented in the Appendix. However,
 
only the wing panel loads and hinge moment plotted data figures are
 
presented in this report (data sets RE5XXX).
 
The IA82B pressure data (Mach number range of 1.55 to 2.20) was com­
bined with the pressure data from IA82C (Mach number range of 2.60 to
 
3.50) and plotted versus Mach number. These results are published in
 










REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATUREMACH NUMBER (per ft) x 106 (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
2.6 2.6 3.58 1200 max 
2.6 1.2 1.63 1200 max
 
3.0 2.1 2.59 1209 max
 
3.0 1.55 1.89 1200 max
 
3.0 1.0 1.18 120' max
 
3.5 1.67 1.70 120 max
 
3.5 1.2 1.23 1200 max
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TwNZ III 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: BOD-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION nnflyi nt1r n r,tr14nr fi~1geMHa 
200-Ri1 . Similar to 140 A/B fuselage except aft body revised and 





DRAWING NUMBER' , " 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (IML: Fd Sta. X 238),In. 1290.3 .1.903-
Length (ONL: Fwd Sta Xo--235), In.. ..122. 1 3 
Max Width(@ k = 1528.3), In. . .0 P... 
Max Depth (@ x. 6i), In. 250.0 2.500 
Fineness Ratio .. J a9 . I .89 
Area - Ft 2 








TAME III (cor'3) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: CAopy - c12 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (con-immrtionilO C orbiter canopy, vehicle 
cabin No. 31 updated to MCR 200-R.. Used with fuselage B-_,. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VLgO-0OO140C, -000202B, -OO0204 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (xo= 434.643-578), in. 143.357 _1.k3k 
Max Width (@ X0 = 513.127), In. 152.412 1.524 

















 Elevon for configuratjon1O0. 
 Hingeline at
 
X 187 elevon split line X 











(Data for One Side) 
 FULL-SCALE 
 MODEL SCALE 
Area - Ft2 
-..210.0. 0.021 




Inb'd equivalent chord , In. i18.0 1.180
 



































Hingeline dihedral (origin at
 






TAZ ni (0co122) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT : wr.Ap OFLAP -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confi uratlon 140l. boAv flap. 
located at X° = 1532, Z = 238. 
MODEL SCALE: O.O10 
)RAWING NUMBER' VT,70-OOnl4oc. V.7o-qr5,1h 
)IMENSIONS: FULL SCALE 
Length (Xo=1525.5 to Xo=1613),In...7. 
Max Width (@ L.E., ),o = 152 5.5),I.. __2.56.Q._ 
Max Depth (X° = 1532), - .4p_In. 9 

Fineness Ratio 
Area - ft 2 

























TAz II (cor'D) 
- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
AODEL COMPONENT :.o.. Po.. - MPO
 
3ENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140C Orbiter OM god - shnrtpod.
 
MnnPr. qr'ATP- A (rnn 
DRAWING NUMBER: T, 7 f-nf ; vlf7fln-nA1LnP 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (OMS Fwd Sta Xo=1310.5),I,. - P ,-515
 
Max Width (@Xo =1511), In. a. 1 248
 
Max Depth (@X 1511), -In. 7h W. 0-74.7° 
2,.4 84.k..Fineness Ratio 
Area - Ft 2 












MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER 
-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
to configuratipn l4A/flBrudder). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.910 




Span (equivalent) , In. 
-
Inb'd equivalent chord , In. 
Outb'd equivalent chord , in. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment XProduct of Area and c),Ft3 

























TAELF III (CONT'D) 
MODEL D] MENSIONsL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: MP3 NOZZLES - N8 7 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: pjow-thrj1gh MPs nn es-. 
MODEL SCALE: _Q.01±
 
DRAWING NIB2R: SS-AOI27Q 
FULL SC,LE MOD21 SCALEDIME-NSIONS: 
MaCli NO. 2.6, 3vO, 3.5 
Length - In. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 577( 
Throat to Exit Plane 18i.65 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 90. s 0 .o044 




Exit 44.607 O0446 
Throat P-974 P 0007 




X0 1445.00 . -_14.45a
 
Yo 0 .0 o0.0
 
Lower Nozzles
Xo /465 -iz-_ ...4,682 -... 
Yo 53-0 + o.510 
.z° 42 64 - 1,42 
Null Position - es
 
Upper Nozzle












D•IGINAI lAG is 43 
)OF POOR UALfY 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
 
MODEL COMPOneNT: NOZZLES - N 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0MS nozzle in stowed 
(deg from null nosition. Use with M6,6. 







FULL SCALE MODEL SCAE 
Length -in. 
Gimbal. Point to Exit Plan 









Area - ft2 
Exit 
Throat 













TABL II (OarN'D) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
- V 8MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL 
.rhts yer.1r 1GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Conf!aration lhOC 
(identical to configuration 14OA/B vertiral tnl). 
MODEL SCALE: • 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: vTO-= 0 c0 -o 0014gR 
DIMENSIONS: FULL 
SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
..... 
Area (Theo) - Ft2 
kRi3.$­aniPlantom 
"15,.720_
Span (Theo) - In. 
1.675 " Aspect Ratio _ 0.507- o.h5Q7Rate of Taper Q 4 _Q4klTaper Ratio .",Degrees.Sweep-Back Angles, 4 A5"00 -Leading Edge 2.2 2L2­
• Trailing Edge j41. _kl.J3O.0.25 Element Line 

Chords: 268.50 .68 Root (Theo) TP 
..J0BJ470. . Ti1p (Thea) W.P .46 .5oc W2)9 .8&M1AC * r, 5
.25 MAC 6735Fus. Sta. of -63-524 _ 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
.00 -.-.fQL.o -B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge .ngle - Deg. 10.000 10.000 
J.ofl__Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg. 
. 0 0 









MODEL COMPONENT: WING-W 127
 
SENERAL DESCRIPTION: confimuration 140c - o -iter viig. MCR El-R),. slmijmr to 
14OA/B ving U.gutyith refinsmnifg- hmnvPA-r7hntman~yf4r 
(X, = 94o to X. = 1O4o); eevon split line relocated from y,=281 to Y=31A-5 
M T)T., SCAT., 0.010 
'ST NO. DWG. NO. VL7-OOOI4OC, -0002001 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
'Area- eo.) Ft? 
Planform 26 o2Q 
Span (Theo In. Q - 665 ­
2.2 2Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 1.177 1177 
0.200 _.200Taper Ratio 

5
Dihedral Angle, degrees 

Incidence Angle, degrees 0.500
 
0.000Aerodynamic Twist, degrees . 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge !14nno-
Trailing Edge 10. -inr 
0.25 Element Line -
Chords:-
Root (Theo) B.P.OoO rPo,PI 
, i.r.




Pus. Sta. of .25 MAC i'Z.4 P'ZU PRO -2C
.W.P. of .25 MAC 

B.L. of .25 MAC ._ 8 _ 
EXPOSED DATA -
FtZ r 'Oj7









Taper Ratio 0 h5
 
Chords 
Root BPI08 n 
Tip 1.00 b I 
-MAC 'z2.83 

Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _
2c)4. o4W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25-MAC "a2. 
Airfoil Section (Rockwe1 Mod NASA)
XXXX-64 
Rootb - .,0.11 
0.12 0.12 
.Tip b 
Data for (1)of (2) Sides 
Leading Edge Cuff 
-Planform Area Ft 
0 .-0
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ SQ 
teadinj Edge Intersects Wing Sta 102b.00 
46 
OP QUIALnjT 
tAmz xIn (oow'ID) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: FAIRING - FRIO 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Umbilical door fairing between aft ET/orbiter 
attach structure. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: vL78-000063, 
-000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at XT 2052.0 20.520 
Length 193.00 1.930 
Width 15.00 0.150 
TMm 11n (CONVD) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT .YWPNAT. MAW -

GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Same as .P, except larger.
 
MonPT. SCATLP' Q-010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL72-000143D, VL78-000063 
(Dimensions are to tank structural OML, TPS not included) 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length , '-In. JL42 
_, 1A.17 




Area - Ft 2
 






TANI III (eOrNT') 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONE2T: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rear orbiter to ET attach structure (LH and RH) 
(2 members).
 
MODEL SCALE: .0100 
DAWING NO.: vfL78gi YL=8-oooo62B 
DIMENSIONS: MEM FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Yo - 96.50 (LH)-C o.q6 
96.50 (RH) 0.9657b P67. 50 2675 
XT 2058.0o 20.580 
YT- 125.68 (LH) -1.257
U23-6--(R) 1.257 
9o L)-965 
Zo ' o (R ) 0.965ZO27.902.675
 
XT 1872.00 18.720 
fT, - 25.68 (LI) - 1.257 
1256(R .R 7 
ZT 504.5 5.045 
Diameter, In. 1 0.1.15 
49
 
,m an (cows) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL iDTA 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT3 1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rear ET to SRB attach, structure (ra and RH), 3 members 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
 MODEL ERAWING:
 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063. 
-000062B, -000066 
DIMENSIONS: MEMBER FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
T 171.50 (L11-.J;5:
171.50 (RH)_ 1. 715 
]5P 5132L
Ys
Zs 9.7.wo _ .5 l 
#2)[ 2058.00 2580 
YT 161i.5 ~ 1,~~639_ 
Xs 1511.00 15.110
 
yz 7656 o.766 , 
Zs. 19.71 .5
 
#3 	 XT 2058.00 2Q58 
YT -1 21. 617 




TAME III (0oo'D) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH S EUTERE - AT32
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward orbiter/ET attach structure (2 member structure) 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL DAWING NO.: 
DRAWING N0.: 4VL78-OOOO62B Martin Marietta 8260020914 
DIMENSIONE: FULL SCALE. MODEL SCALE 
Yo 0.0 0.0 
Zo LWR LML LWR LML 
xTr jz~q_.= 11. pg 
XT Q" 
Z * rT.LT.. s TLWR.M. 
Xo 129.9 11.299 
To - 46,5- 0,465 
Zo* 
Attach structure dia., in. 6-o O.O6p 
51
 
;mmAX InI (cODED) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE - PTI2 
GETERAL DESCRIPTION: Lightning rod attached to ET nose. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAwiNG NO.: VL78-oOOO68B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length- In. 30.90 0.309 
Diameter - In. 3.20 0.032 
52
 
TAWE Ifl (009fl) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE - PTp2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Left-hand electrical conduit line on T28. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRPVa.ING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-O00062B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XT 1084.333 10.843 
YT - 99.591 - 0.996 
ZT - 139.620 1.396 
Trailing edge at: XT 2058.00 20.580 
T - 99.591 - 0.996 
ZT - 139.620 - 1.396 
Conduit size: 2.0 x 6 .0 0.02 x .06 
° Centerline of line located radially at 0 = 35.5 
53
 




MODEL. COMPONENT: L02 RECIRCULATION LINE - P23 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 02 recirculation line on right-hand upper side
 
of T2 8 . 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS:" FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 











Diameter of line 4.0 0.040 
Centerline of lines located radially at 0 = 33045 "
 
(Right of TDC looking forward). 
54
 
TAME III (COre's) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: LB2 RECIRCULATION LINE - PT24 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L% recirculation line on T8" 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XT .040.667 10.407 
YT 94.169 - o.942 
zT 540.934 5.409 
Trailing edge at:-- YT ?62.920 20.629 
YT -10.00 - 0.700 
ZT 573-934 5.739 
4.00 0.040Diameter of line 
= 33045:Centerline of line located radially at 0 




MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE - PT2 5 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Right-hand aft electrical conduit line on T28 
with L% pressure sensor line and L02 vent valve actuator line. 
MODEL SCAIE: 0.010 
DRAWINGS NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XT 1084.333 10.843 




Trailing edge at: 	 XT 2058.00 20.58D 




Conduit size 2.0 x 6.0 0.020 x 0.06 
Centerline of line located radially at 0 35-50 
56
 
TA mI (Coow'u) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: PRESSURE LIE -L02 T2 6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L02 pressure line on the T8' 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIKENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XT 360.733 3.607 
TT 15.145 0.151 
407.718 4.o77zT 







Centerline of line located radially at 0 = 270 





MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE - PT27 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Electrical conduit on the right-hand forward section 
Of T2 8-
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWMNG No.: VL78-000062B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading'edge at: XT 360.733 3.607 
YT 11.549 0.115 
Z 412.474 4.125 
Trail~ng edge at: XT 876.273 8.763 
YT 226.114 2.261 
ZT 646.774 6.468 
Centerline of conduit located radially at 0 = 
58
 
TA=J III (cow D) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA. 
MODEL COMPONEHT: FEEDLINE - FLIo 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L% feedline on upper left-hand side of T2 8 . 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-0000623 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XT 2071.5 20.715 
.YT - 70.0 - 0.700 
ZT 573.934 5.739 
Trailing edge at: XT 2081.8 20.818 
TY - 70.0 -0.700 
Z 584.059 5.841 





MODEL COMPONENT: FEELINE: - FL3
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L02 feedline on upper right-hand of T28.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAqING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XTI. 1000.667 10.007 
YT 70.00 0.700 
150.519 1.505 
Trailing edge at: XT 2071.5 20.715 
YT 70.00 0.700 
ZT 573.934 5.739
 






MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET MOTOR S2,-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The BSRM is an external nronulsion system 
'which is jettisoned and recoverable after burnout. The BSRM's can be 




DRAWING NUMBER: V077-O00002, VC70-000002 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length, In. 
. 
Max Width, Tnk Da., In. l 2... 













WP of BSRM centerline (ZT) 40oo.0 4.0 
FS of BSEM nose (XT) 743.0 7.430
 











GENEPAL DESCRIPTION: Flow-through SRB nozzle simulator e = 7.0 Drototyne. 
M1DEL SCALE . 0.010 
DRAWING NO. SS-A01281 
MACH NO.: 2.6, 3.0, 3.5 
DIMMSIOIN FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 




Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 
 &
 
Throat to Exit Plane J 1_ 1 
Diameter.in. 
E, t °,.-290 
_ .4 
TbroTt 64.53. 0.645 
inlet 
















ta Zin (0ow'I) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL. DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT SRB PROTUBERANCES 
- 91 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Rlepcl-,,,nl 1-,,nnil on SRT side- Rflpa n l.. 
-leading edge, circular cross-section with mounting flange. Tunnel 
discontinued from X= 
 1504.25 to 1517-75.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AO1281 
DRAWING NUMBER: VC77-Qoo002A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length , In. I....7 
Max Width n 1 3n.n. 











MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: CTO EREnAL STFFEqER 
- PS21 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Four-ring stiffeners located at aft end of the 
solid rocket boosters. The stiffener is a curved I-beam.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: V77-000002 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Height 4-7 0.047 







TANA III (CON'&'D) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: SRB PROTUBERANCE - PS2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Tie-dovn fixture on-aft skirt. Total of four
 
mounted @ 30 deg to the vertical SRM centerline.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: VC77-000002 
DIMENSIONS:* FULL SCALE MODEL SCAL 
Leading edge @ XB = 1855.2 18-552 
Trailing edge @ XB = 1925.2 19.252 
Width, maximum , In. 14.5 0.145 
Height, viaximum 9.0 0.090 
Plan taper 
.120 120 
OAC 70.0 0.700 
Tapers from zero height at 1855.2 to 9" @ 1925.2 
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TA=. 3U! (CONZD) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMONENT: SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER - EXTERNAL TAK ATTACH - PSI 4 
GEEERAL DESCRIPTION: Two ring stiffeners located at aft end of solid
 
rocket boosters. The stiffener is curved L-beam. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: VC77-000002 
lIMENSIONS:" 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Height, In. 8.00 0.0800 
Length, In. 3.00 0.0300 
Location XB = 1511.00 
66
 
nn III (COrTD) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA. 
MODEL COMPONET: CIRCUMFERENTIAL STIFFENER 
- PS1 3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ring stiffener located at the point where the 
skirt flares. The stiffener is I-beam. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: VC77 -00002 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 




 XB = 1833.70 
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TAME 1n (coNrZD) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: Data capsule and CAMERA - PS15 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Cylinder located on forward skirt of SRB 
containing camera and data storage equipment, mounted longitudinally. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO.: VC7T-000002 
DIMENSIONS: 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length, In. at XB = 403.38 36.00 0.360 
Diameter, In. 9.00 0.090 
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TABLE III. (Concluded) 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: FORWARD ATTACH 
- PSI6 
GENERL DESCRIPTION: On SRB, forward SRB-ET attach 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAVING NO.: VC77-000002 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Height, "In. 9.50 Q.0950 
Inner: 
Length, In, @ XB = 442.70 44.28 0.443 
Width, In. 16.00 0.160 
Outer: 
Length, In. @ XB = 442.70 23.85 0.239 





























t!~jJ -c,:,7s0 " .. -7, 
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TABLE V. - SRB BLOWING SYSTEM SET PRESSURES
 
r1Aa~~ Ce4'MBEn Peessuer___ 
'-'. 1.766 r/ LI9/ 372 
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TABLE VI.- BASE AND BODY FLAP PRESSURE TAP LOCATION
 
ko -\.5s.0 3 oc.- ." 
I 
6 b \06 0 &4,.w1 
o2.. - 5 0 - Z.. 
S \\O. -!s 
-HO-Io\"?.. -So AO'5$7-4$5 
i 3 SooUSC 
1 A 








flTpet Dataset Sequence_ 1st ID12nd ID 1 2DT s se

CBMW CHEI ;CHEOALPHA BETA MACH CNW CTMWRE520C 01 - 80 
CP155 i CP156 cP157 CP158 CP159 CPI6oAE5XXX 01 - 80 ALPHA BETA CP151 CP152 CP153 CP154 
CP170
 
BE5XXX O1 - 8o ALPHA BETA CPl6i 0P162 CP163 CP164 CP165 i cP166 	CP167 CP168 cP169 
CE5XXX 01 - 80 ALPHA BETA Pol CP102 CP1b3 cpIo4 CP105 iCP107 	CP108 CP109 CPl10 
CPll 
CP12h CP131DE5XXX O1 - 8o ALPHA BETA CP112 CP113 CPll4 CP121 CP122 CP123 

CP144 CP145EE5XXX 01 - 80 ALPHA BETA cpl41 cP142 CP143 

CP231 as a function 6f radius and PHI values
ALPHA BETA CP201 -
RE5HXX - O1 - 80 
CP303 CP304 Q(PSF)CP314 CP301 CP302
ALPHA BETA CP231 CP31" CP312 CP313
IE5XXX 01 - 80 

Note: ID = independent variable 
Notes: 




2. 	 Fat clarity, origins of wind and stability 








Figure 1. - Axis Systems.
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a. lntegrated Space Shuttle Vehicle Launch Configuration
 
Figure 2. Model Sketches.
 
co~M y - P0 N 
b. Orbiter (Of) Components 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
rr,76 
 1F 225 2
 
ATA128, #L/ 
c. External Tank (T28 ) Protrusions 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
c i c-o 







CD 	 t 
do.	SRB (S22) Pro0trusions 










e. Integrated Space Shuttle Vehicle, Second Stage 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
f. 	Orbiter Base and Body Flap Pressure Tap Array 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
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Toht- Fl-M oF cb"
_,r-o
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5AAo0 O).%-ZO GI~'9 'Z.oicn 
(See'table VI for tap locations)
 
g. Orbiter Vent Pressure Tap Array
 
Figure 2. - Continued.
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j. Definition of ei 
Figure 2. - Concluded. 




Figure 3. Model 
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OPJGNA PAGO IS3 
OF pOOR QUM= 
b. 75-OTS in the ARC 8 x 7 Wind Tunnel, 3/4 Rear View
 






c. 75-OT in the ARC 8 x 7 Wind Tunnel, =-40, Pc/P>>N
 
Figure 3. - Continued.
 
d. 75-OTS in the ARC 8 x 7 Wind Tunnel, a=00 , Pc/P>>N 










ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 














































































 -1 0 .I 2 3 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 4 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE I
 
-- - -- 
-
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
RC5XOI ) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-OFF MPS-OFF .000 00 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690,0000 SQ.FT. 
(RE5X14) LI ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5XI5) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ '.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BRER 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5XII3 ARCS7-044 1A82 0TS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 3.000 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT
 
(RE5XIO) ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS 5RB-OFF MPS-NOM+. .000 .000 3.000 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
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.0025 . 
.0020 - ------- - - -­
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-
.00105 - - -­
z 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 4 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA .00 PAGE 2
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRE5XOI1 Q ARC87-044 1A82 0T SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
CRESXI4 1 ARCS7-044 1A82 OTS SRS-OFF MPS-NOM 
CRE5XI5) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ 
(RE5Xl I) ARCS7-044 IA82 0TS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ 
(RE5XIO I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+.. 




























fi -i;Ti-It Ti-T 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2S90o.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN, XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400,0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 4 MPS PLUME SIZE.EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.O
 
(A)EETA = :oO PAGE 3 




-jCRE5XI0 ) 4 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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ANGLE 0F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.O 
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ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

ARCS7-044 TA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

ARCO7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

ARC87-044 IAS2 0T SRB-OFC 





ELV-IS ELV-OB MACH 
MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 
MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 
MPS-NOM. .000 .000 3.000 
MPS-NOM - .000 .000 3.000 






















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 4 
(A)BETA = 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.0 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRESXIS)1 ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 '3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 S0 ,FT.
(RE5X22 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X21 ) ARCW-044 IA92 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(9C5X27 ) ARCB--044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM4+ .000 .000 3.500 6.700 XNRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(RC5X28 ) APC67-044 1A82 DiS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+. .000 .000 3.500 6.700 YMRP 0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100
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FIG. 5 HPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.5
 
(A )MLIA - .00 	 PAGE 6 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OR MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5X 91 Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
CRE5X22 I Li ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X21 ) Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFlr MPS-NOM. .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
tRE5X27) ARC87-044 1A82 0TS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 3.500 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
CRE5X28 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 3.500 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-4 -3 -2 -' 0 123 
"ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 5 MRS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH3.5.
 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCZXI9 C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
CRt5X22) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF XPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X2I) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15.100 EREF 1290.3000 IN. CRESX27) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 3.500 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT 
RE5X28 2 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM.+. .000 .000 3.500 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN.YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN.ZT 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 5 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.5
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGF s 
-- --- -- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-B ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRESXI9 C) ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF lPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15,100 GREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRE5X22) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRESX2I ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(qE5x27) ARC87-044 1A2 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
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z FIG. 5 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.5 
3 (A)BETA .00 PAGE 9 
-- 
- -
- ---- ---- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRESXI9)I ARC87-044 IA82 Ors SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.000 SQ.FT, 
CRE5X22) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5X2I) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
RE5X27 ) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 3.500 8.700 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 (REX2S) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+++ .000 .000 3.500 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
D ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 5 MPG PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, IACHz3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 10 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RESXO1 ) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
(RE5XI4) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000. 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290,3000 IN.
 
CRE5XI5) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NON+ .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRESX11 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NON++ .000 .000 3.000 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
(RE5XIO ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+++ .000 .000 3.000 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. S MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INPITCH MACH=3.0
 




DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELVOB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RE5XOI C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS 5RB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .oob 3.000 i4.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-OFF 
ARCS7-044 1A82 aTS 5RB-OFF 

























ZIRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 6 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INPITCH, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 12 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5XI9 ) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 'SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
CRESX22) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
CRE5X21 2 Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15,100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X27) IL ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 3.500 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
CRESX2O) ARC87-044 IA82 OT5 SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++. .000 .000 3.500 6.700 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O MACH PT - REFERENCE INFORM4tlfqN , 
CRESXI9 3 Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .00 .000 3.500- 15.100 SREF .269o.0O0o SQ.FT.(RE5X22) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NON .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF " 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X21) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 -3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X27V3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRD-OFF IPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
CRE5X28 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ . .000 .000 3.500 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 7 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INPITCH, MACH=3.5
 
(A)BETA .00 PAGE 14 
--- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESYOI ) 
(RE5Y14)I 
Q ARC87-044 1A82 CIS SR8-OFF 




















ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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FIG. 8 MIPS PLUME SUIE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAWv MACHz3.O
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 15 
.0020 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-0 MACN PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YOI 2 0 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT.CRESYI4 I ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RESY5S ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. CqE5YjI I ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 3.000 6.700 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT 
CRE5YIO) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+.+ .000 .000 3.000 6.700 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 8 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.O
 
(A)ALPHAo.0 	 PAGE 16
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-lB rLV-08 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5YOI ) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
CPE5Y14) ARC87-044 [AS2 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5YI5) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRESYI I) AR87-044 IAO2 0TS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 3.000 6.700 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
CREYIO ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM.++ .000 .DO0 3.000 6.700 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400,0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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CA)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 17 







IA82 dTS SRB-0FF 



















ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

























ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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z FIG. 8 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH 3.0
 
,CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE .18 
DATA SET 	SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5Y0CI ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RESYI4 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .O00 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5YIS) ARCS-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5YII ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NoM+. .000 .000 3.000 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
(REYIO) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+++ .000 .000 3.000 6,700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 












ml l lm 
.000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 
.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 
.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3090 
.000 3.500 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 
.000 3.500 6.700 YMRP .0000 
ZMRP 400.0000 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 9 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRESYIS) 0 APC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
CRE5Y22 ) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM 
CRE5Y21 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM. 
(RE5Y27 I ARC87-044 IA82 07S SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ 
( RE5Y28 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF IPS-NOM.++ 











ELV-O MACH PT 
.000 3.500 15.100 
.000 3,500 15.100 
.000 3.500 15.100 
.000 3.500 6.700 
.000 3.500 6.700 
I. .tFm 1i-l Fl Flf.. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN, 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZIRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 9 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 21 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRES5YIS) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
CRESY223 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
tRE5Y21 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
(REbY27 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SPB-OFF 
IRESY28) ARL87-044 1A82 OS SRB-OFF 




















PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
'15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN, XT 
6.700 YIRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 9 . MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5 
(A)ALPHA = '.00 PAGE 22 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CRE5YI9) C 








ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SR8-0FF MPS-NOM++ 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+++ 
il m m ni, lll nili mmmi r imu 
-------------------------------------­
m m in rn 
ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT 
.000 .000 3.500 15.100 
.000 .000 3.500 15.100 
.000 .000 3.500 15.100 
.000 .000 3.500 6.700 
.000 .000 3.500 6.700 
l II fll,t anI n i ml l U m ulr n mm an 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SOXT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN.YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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u SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
z FIG. 9 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5 
-CA)ALPHA .00 PAGE 23 




Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




















ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 9 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH:3.5 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 24 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YOI) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RESYI4) 
CRESYI5 1 
Li ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 



















ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=3.0 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 25 
------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RESYOl ) Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SR8-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(RESYI4 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5YIS) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(rE5YII ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 3.000 6.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT
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FIG. 10 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVONHINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=3.0
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 PAGE 26
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FIG. 11 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=3.5
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARCO7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-oFF
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 11 
 MPS PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=3.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 28 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5X02 I 
CRE5X3 CRE5XO4 
ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-NOM 



























ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM4 MPS-NOM 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 12 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=2.6
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 29 
.00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT, REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( RE5X02 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
(RESXO3 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5XO4 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON- MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.800 14,700 	 BREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE5X05 ) ARC87-044 IA62 0TS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
CRE5X08 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 6.700 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZNRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 12 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=2.G
 
(A)BETA .00 PAGE 30
 







RC87-044 IA92 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC97-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM- MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 


























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF. 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-IB EbV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFOR14ATION
 
(RE5X02 3 Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 	 .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2680.0000 "SO.FT. (RE5XO 3 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE5X04 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRA-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 '.000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRESX05 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ NPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 X-RP 976.0000 IN. XT 
CRESXO8 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOH .000 .000 2.600' 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT

". 	 SCALE .0100
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z 	 FIG. 12 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=2.6 
{CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 32 
---
ELV-I ELV-0B MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2890.0000 S.FT.
(RE5X02) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 

.00 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
(RESXO3) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 

.000 .000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RE5XO4 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NON 
.000 .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
CRE5XO5 ) ARC87-044 A82 05 SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 2.600 8.700 YtRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 12 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=2.6
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ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM-
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FIG. 13 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 34 
----- -
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5XOI I 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF "MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
IRE5XI3J1 ARC67044 IA62 015 SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5XI6) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRESXI2) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ PS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 10.700 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
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FIG. 13 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACF-W3.O
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 35 












ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-44 IA62 OTS SRB-NON- MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 
ARC87-C44 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM 


















lin TIn fill 
14.700 SREF 2690.0000 
15.100 LREF 1290.3000 
15.100 BREF 1290.3000 
10.700 XMRP 976.0000 
6.700 YMRP .0000 
ZMRP 400.0000 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 13 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECJ ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, MACH=3.O 
0A)8ETA = .OG 36 
0 







ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 


























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
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z FIG. 13 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.0 
3 A)BETA = .00 PAGE 37 
DATA SET SYM.BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OS MACH PT, REFERENCE INFO RMATION
A82 OTS SRB-OFF .000 IN000 SEF S.kT.'CRESXO1 )QARC7-044 lPS-OFF .000 14.7  260.000CRE5XI3)U AC87-044 IA82 OTS SRG-NON lPS-NON. .000 .000 3.000 .7 LREF 1290.3000 IN. CRESXIG ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON- MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000" IN. 
CRE5X12 J ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 10.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT 




DO SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 13 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH130
 
CADBETA = .00 PAGE 38
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT
DATA SET SYMBOL LtNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690,0000 SQ.FT.I j RC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF(RE5XIS 	
.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. (RESX2 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 	 IN.3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 
(RE5X23 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 	 .000 .000 3.500 10.700 XMRP 976,0000 IN. XT
.000 .000
(RE5X2 ARC07-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NON 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YT

.000 .000 3.500 6.700
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM
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FIG. 14 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.5 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 
4 
39 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RE5XI9 ) 
(RE5X20 )




ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM NPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- PS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 


























SREF 2690,0000 SQ.FT 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. X 
YMRP .0000 IN. Y 
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CRESX23 (RESX26)(RE5X29 ) 
Tr UL L;UNIWUNArLUN ULSCUIPTION 
0 ARC87-044 IA02 OTS SR-OFF MPS-OFF 
L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM,
ARC7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOH- IPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM+ PS-NON 
AR87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM 




























WII T i 
REFERENCE INFORMATI6N 
SREF 2S0.0000 SO.F 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XtRP 76.0000- IN. 
YMRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 1'4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SR8 PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.5 
CA)BETA AD.0 PAGE .41 
ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT
(RE5XI9 0 ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
(RE5X20 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 
.000 3.500 15.100 GREF 1290.3000 IN.
I RE5X23 I 'ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 
.000 .000, 3.500 10.700 XMRP 976.0000 rN. X
(RE5X26 O ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO-NOM+ MPS-NOM 7 
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;NGL OF CK ALHADGRE 
z FIG 14 PLUM "SIZE EFEC ONWN OD I 2ICH 3 4= 
C. 
ELV-YB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5XI9) C ARCB7-044 IAB2 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RE5X20) ARCB7-044 IA82 TS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
RE5X23 ) ) 8RC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .00 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRESX26) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 10.700 XCRP *976.0000 IN. XT (RE5X29) ARCB7-044 IA82 GTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 14 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.5
 
LAJBETA = .00 PAGE 43 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION-
CRESX02)
CRE5X03 I 
Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

















(RE5X04 )( RE5XO5 I 
CRE5X08 I 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ HPS-NON 






















ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 15 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELSVON HINGE MOMENTS INPITCH, MACHr2.G
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 44 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELY-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRESX02) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
CRE5XO3 I U ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X04) Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5X5) & ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ .MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 15 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INPITCH, MACH=2.6 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 45 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5XOI ) O 
(RE5X13 )(RE5XIG) 
(RE5XI2) ,4(RESX09 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SFB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA62 OTS SRB-NOM-
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INP.ITCH, MACH=3.O 
.00 PAGE 46 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
I RE5XOI )3 AR 7-044 IAR2 OTS SRO-OFF MPS-OFF 
.(RE5XI3 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOn 'MPS-NOM 
(RESXI6 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
(RE5XI2 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT














w - -2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 16 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INP.ITCH, MACH=3.0 
CA)BETA = .0 PAGE 47 
------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-O8 MACH PT ' ER tEI-t"N'ORMAtrIN "% 








ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM 
ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NON 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 



























































-4 31- - 0 PAGE, 48 
ANL FATAK3LHA5ERE 
FI.17 SB.LMESZ.EFCTO EEO HIG;OET N ICMCr.
 
z ABEA 004AE04 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5XIS I Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRE5X20 ) U ARCG7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOI .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5X23 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRESX26 )4 A RC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM .000 .000 3,500 10.700 XNRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
(RE5X29 } " ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM+ NPS-NOM .000 .000 3;500 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
FIG. 17 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INPITCH, MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 49 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CRE5Y021CRE5Y03 I 
CRE5YO4 I (RE5YO5 )CRE5YOS ) 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- PS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82'OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM 







fiT. fl-nel lirl itii 
MACH 











rn n-rt i nn 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 97$.O000 IN: XT 
YMRP ..0000 IN.YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
11i ' IT Fmlle~i- ii ii iim lit LE 
.0065,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 18 
CA)ALPHA = 
SR8 PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=2.6 
.0 PAGE 50 
-------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF.IGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5Y02) 0- R..A7-044 1A62 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQo.FT, 
(RESYO3 I U ARC67-04 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5YO4 Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y051) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
(RESYOB 2L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-N3M++ MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 6.700 ,YMRP .0000 IN. Y1
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 18 .SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=2.6
 
CA)A.PHA .00 PAGE 51
 
- -
- - - -- 
- -
PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELV-IB ELV-O MACH 

.000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

( RE3Y02 0 ARC87-044 iA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
(RE5YO3 I ARCB7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 	 .000 .000 2.600 
.000 .000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
CRE5YO4 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
.000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
CRE5Y05) ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 	 .000 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 18 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=2.G
 
PAGE 52
CA)ALPHA = .00 
-- -
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELV-IB ELV-B MACH PT
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
CRE5YO2 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 	 000 .000 
.000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN.CRE5YO3 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
.000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN.CRESYO4 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 	 .000CRE5YOS )Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 	 .000 .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XTRE5YO8 3L RC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM 	 .000 .000 2.800 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
4R50) AR8-4 	 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
 
N. 	 SCALE .0100 
ll ...itill ill ill iL; Fit ... ,1111 i i0n, 
...... ..... 	 ..
u1 .0 18 .  . ............ .... .....
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hio SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
z FIG. 18 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW. MACH=2.6 
{A)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 53 
---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-lB ELV-O MACH PT 

CRESY02 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 

CRE5Y03 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 2.600 14.700 
CRE5YO4 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 
CRESY05 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NON .000 .000 2.600 t4.700 
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DATA SET SYMEOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YOI ) 0 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF tPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
RESYI3) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5YIS ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NON .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RE5YI23 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NON .000 .000 3.000 10.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
(RESYO9) LARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NON .000 .000 3.000 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
FIG. 19 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.0
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 55 
- -- - -- - -- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVIB ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRESYoI ARC87-044 IA2 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
CRESYI3 ) ARCS7-G44 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRESYI6) ARC87-044 IA82 OT SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 - .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1280.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y12) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 10.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT 
CRE5Y9S) AC87r044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 6.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YT





















SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
FIG. 19 SRB PLUME.SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW9 MACHz3.O
 
(A)ALPHA .00 PAGE 56
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RESYI 3 ARC87-044 A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
CRESYI3)L ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
CRESYI)I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NO- MPS-NOM 
CRESYI2 3 ARC87-044 A82 OTS SRB-NOM+ PS-NOM 
CRE5Y09] ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+t MPS-NOM 
.050 il l il l ri i n mll nil ~lJin mllllni il t i 
ELV-I ELV-O MACH PT 
000 000 3.000 14.700 
.000 .000 3.000 15.100 
.000 .000 3000 15.100 
.000 .000 -3000 10.700 
.000 .000 3.000 6.700 
Tml Sgl I T, rrrI~f0i l in n itrml n 1 i iIgrl Ti l 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 26890.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 576.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 




















Z -. 00'± 
(AA.01.05PGE 5 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5YOI 3 j
(RESYI3 I jCRESYIS )
CRE5Y12)
oRE5Y093I 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF HPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRD-NOM MPS-NON 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO-NOM- MPS-NOH 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO-NOM+ MPS-NON 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRE5YOI 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
(RE5YI33 L ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
(RE5YIS ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- tPS-NOM 
CRESYI23 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ tPS-NOM 
CRESYOS I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NO++ MPS-NOM 




Tl71 ly~il l 
ELV-1B ELV-OB MACH 
.000 .000 3.000 
.000 .000 3.000 
.000 .000 3.000 
.000 .000 3.000 
.000 .000 3.000 









SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1280.3000 IN. 
GREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP' 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
2 3 4 
FIG. 19 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.0 
CA)ALPHA = .00. PAGE- 59 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IS ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5YIS) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
CRE5Y20 ) ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOH MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1250.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y23 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOK- PS-NON .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5Y26 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 10.700 XNRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
CRE5Y2S I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 6.700 YNRP .0000 IN. YT
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
FIG.. 20 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5
 
CA2ALPHA = .00 PAGE 60 
- -







ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 TS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 




















SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 97.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES.
 
FIG. 20 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5
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0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 



























ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 20 3RD PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW9 MACH=3.5 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 62 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRESYIS ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
(RESY20) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
(RESY23) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
CRESY2S 3 AR87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 






























SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. .ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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z FIG. 20 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOAD--IN YAW MACH=3.5
 
x (A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 63
 
N-2.4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT 
(RESYI9 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15,100 
CREBY20 ) ARC67-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 
(RE5Y233 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 20 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5
 











YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5Y02 ) Q ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14,700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 (RE5Y03 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5Y04 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5YO5 )4 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NON .000 .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT 
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FIG. 21 SR8 PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE•MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=:2.6
 
WA]ALPHA .00 PAGE 65
 
LII 






0 Q ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ PS-NON 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 21 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACHz2.6
 
(-A),ALPHA = .00 PAGE 66 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
RC87-044 IA82 0TB SRS-NOM+ MPS-NOM 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREESFIG. 22 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=-3-O
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 67
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 




ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM-
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM+ 

































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. 
SCALE .0100 
.0010. 

































SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
FIG. 22 SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINOE MOMENTS INYAW, MACI-l3W0
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 68 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I1 ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5YI9 ) 
CRESY20 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 23 SRB'P[UME SIZE EFFECT ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACHw3..5
 
CA)ALPHA = 00 PAGE 2 





Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM 
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RESX7 ) t (RE5X66) 
(RESX9I Q 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 






































SREF 2G90.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 24 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=2,6
 




DATA SET SYM6OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O MACH PT " REFERENCE INFORMATION ­
(RE5XO2) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SR1-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.PT. (RE5X03) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SR3-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .. .000 2.600 14.700 	 LREF 1290.3000 IN,
CRE5 S0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 2.600 14.700 	 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5X07) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM HPS-NOM+ .000 .000 2,600 14.700 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT(RE5XSS) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM HPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 .2.600 15.100 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
CRE5XS9)I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM (NO.2 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 	 ZMRP 400.0000 IN,ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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(A)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 72 







ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 (ITS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 TS SR8-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82, OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 73 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5X02) C ARCS7-044 1A82 OTS SR1-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF' 2690.0000 SO.FT,CREXO3 )i ARC7-044* IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF" 1290.3000 IN.(RE5XOG) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM tPS-NON- .000 .000 2.S00 14,700 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RE'O7) ARC87-044 IA82 O'S SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000, * .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 978.0000 IN.Xi(REbXSG) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM tNO.1 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 YIRP .0000 IN.YVSRESXs9 ) ARC87-044 iA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM (NO.2 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 ZMRP 400.0000 IN.ZIC SCALE .0100
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O MACN PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5XO2) Q ARC87-044 IA62 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
8-044 IA82 OTq SRB-NOM IN.
 
(RE5XDSl ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 2,600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(REX3U ARC lPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 

CRE5X07 ) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NOI .000 .0DO 2.600 14.700 XlRP 976.0000 IN,XT
 (RESXCG ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O8 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SR8-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 76 
DATA SET SYMBOL 






ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A92 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 






































SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290,3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT 
YMRP" .0000 IN.YT 
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CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 77 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OS MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION , 
(RESXOI) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. (RE5X13) [ *ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 	 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5XI7) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- . 000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
EbXIO) ARCEIV-014 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.000 15.100 XIRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(RE5XG7) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM CNO.I.OFF) .000 .000 3.000 15,100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
(RE5X7O) ( . ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NOM CNO.2 OFF) .000 .000 3.000 15.100 	 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 25 PLUME SIZE/ENS. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.O
 
(A)BETA = 0PAGE 	 78 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-0D MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5XOI ) Q APC87-044 IA92 OTS SR-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT 
(RE5X13) Ii AR087-044 IAS2 OTS SR-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5XI7 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO-NOM MPS-NON- .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. (REDS ) S ARC87-044 iA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
RFSXG7I ARCS7-044 IA2 OTS SRO-NOM MPS-NON (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.000 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN.YT 
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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CA)BETA 	 = .00 PAGE 80 






Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC8V-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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FIG. 26 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.5
 
.CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 81
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 'CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O0 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5XIS2 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
CRE5X20)
CRESX24 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM 

















CRE5X253 ARC87-044 IA92 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (RE5X8)
(RE5X71) '" 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 82 







ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OT5 SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 83 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELy-I ELV-OB MACH PT ,- REFERENCE INCORMATION 
CRE5XI) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OEF MPS-'OFF .000 .000 .3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(RE5X20I LI ARC87-044 IAS2 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1280.3000 IN.
 
CRE5X24 Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000, IN.
CRE5X25 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN.Xi (RE5XS8) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NON MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15. 0, YMRP .0000 IN.Yl 
(RE5X71 3 ARC87t044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM CNO.2 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 ZMRP 400.0000 IN.Zi
0- SCALE .0100 
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ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRO-OFF 
ARC87-04 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTSSRB-NOM 








































LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. -
XIRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 



































(AzT .20 PA748 
ANGLE OF ATrACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
8FIG. 26 MPG PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, MACH=3.5 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5XO2J I ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRS-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.00002 SO.FT 
(RE5X03 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2600 14,700 LREF 120.3000 IN. 
IRE5XOG ) ARGSV-044 1A82 OTS SPB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRESXO7) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM tPS-NOM+ .000 .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. X
 
(RE5XSS) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. Y
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FIG. 27 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE MOMENTS INPITCH, MACH=2.6
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 86 
-4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5X021 0 
CRE5X03 ) U 
(RESXOG(RE5X07)) 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA62 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC67-044 1A62 OTS SRB-NOM 
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FIG. 27 MPS PLUME SIZEIENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE MOMENTS INPITCH, MACH=2.6
 
CA]BETA = .00 	 PAGE 87
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV18 ELV-0B MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5XOI 0Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .doc .ooo 3MOOb 14.700 SREF 2630.0000 SQ.FT,
(RE5X]3 ) L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.-~,
 
(RE5XI7 ) ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5XI8) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 (RE5X7) I ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.000- 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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CA)BETA = .0 PAGE 88 







ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87,044 IA82 OTS SR8-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 









































CRE5X7O) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NOM (NO.2 OFF) .000 .000 3.000 15.100 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-O8 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESXI ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF .26G0.0000 SO.FT 
CREX20) ARC87-044 IA82 OrS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM. .000 .000 -3.500 15.100 	 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
tRE5X24 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.500 15.100 	 BREF 12?0.3000 IN.
 
CRE5X25 ) 6RC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15.100 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN. X
 
CRE5X83I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 	 YMRP .0000 IN. Y 
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CA-ETA .00 	 PAGE 90
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ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SR3-OFF 

ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARCB7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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i 0060. ---. 
ELV-IS ELV-O MACH PT 
MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 

























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 







YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 29 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE,MOMENTS INPITCH, MACH=3.5
 
wA)BETA . 0 PAGE 91
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-B ELV-B MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRESYO2 I 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT 
(RE5YO3 ) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM NPS-NOM .000 .000 2,600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RESYOS ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 2,600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000-. IN.
 
(RE5Y07) ARCB7-044 IA92 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 8976.0000 IN. X!
 
RE5Y66) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN.Y"
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(AALPHA = .00 PAGE 92
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTIS SRB-OFF 
ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM 
ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO-NOM 






































SREF 2S60.B000 SFT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 12O,00O IN. 
XMRP 97B.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 30 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFET ON WING LOADS INYAW. MACH=2.6 
CA)ALPHA =.00 PAGE 93 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5Y02) ARCS7-044.IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 ( RE5YO3 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOH .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRESYO) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRESYO7) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
CRE5Y66 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM lPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 YHRP .0000 IN. YT
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-,ODD aFIG. 30'! MPS PLUME SIZE/ENS. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH22.G
 
AJALPHA = .00 PAGE 94
 
--- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5Y02 C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.00 14.700 SREF 2G90.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RE5YO3)[ ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN,
 
(RE5YOS ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NOM- .000 .000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RE5Y07 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 2.600 14.700 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
CiRE5YS S ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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z9 FIG. 30 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=2.6
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RE5YO2 ) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
CRE5YO3 ) Li ARC87-044 IA82 01S SRB-NOM 
(RE5YOS ) ARC87-044 IA82 0IS SRB-NOM 
(RE5YO7 ) ARC87-044 IA82 0IS SRB-NOM 
(RE5YGG ) ARC87-044 IA82 0IS SRB-NOM 
D (RE5YG9) C) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 










ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT' 
.000 .000 2.600 14.700 
..000 .000 2.600 14.700 
.000 .000 2.600 14.700 
.000 .000 2.600 14.700 
.000 .000 2.600 15.100 
.000 .000 2.600 15.100 
ri-ri -i-ritti-tttM7. , . ... 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=2.G 
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(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 96 







ARC87-044 IA82 CTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 CrS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 CIS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRR-NOM 
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FIG. 31 
CA)ALPHA 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 34 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
MPS PLUME SIZE/ENS. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW9 tIACH=3.O 
.00 1 PAGE 97 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5YDI ) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RE5Y13 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1220.3000 IN.
 
CRESYl7 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1280.3000 IN.
 
CRE5Y18 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.00 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
(RE5YS7) ARCS7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM lPS-NON (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.000 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 31 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.0
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 98 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5YOI ) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
CRESY13 ) L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM ..000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
1 RE5YI7) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NON- .000 .000 3,000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5YI8) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.000 15.100 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 (RE5YS7) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.000 15.100 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 (RE5Y7O) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NON (NO.2 OFF) .000 .000 3.000 15.100 	 ZIRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.036 ..... Fl' ....-	 ... ...... ..-.- ... .. . . . . . . . ... 	  .--. 
.034----	 ­
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FIG. 31 
CA)ALPHA 
MPS PLUME SJZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAWY MACH=3.O 
.00 PAGE 99 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 






1 0 0 
ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARCS7-044 1A82 0TS SRO-NOM 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM Q.SCALE 





MPS-NOM CNO.I OFF) 
MPS-NOM (NO.2 OFF) 
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z 	 FIG. 31 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.0 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 100 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-0B MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5YOI 3 ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .boo 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 







IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
IA82 CTS SRB-NOM 
1A92 OTS SRS-NOM 
MPS-NOM-
MPS-NOM+ 
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FIG. 31 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH3.0 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE i01 
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c 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 




CRE5YG8 )(RE5Y71 ) [ 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARCS7-044 IA82 07S SRB-NOM 
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SCALE .0100 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 32 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 102 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RESYIS) 
(RESY20 ) 




ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF. 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
AR 7-044'IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 CTS SRB-NOM 






































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 32 
CA)ALPHA 
MIPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAWt MACH=3.S 
= .00 PAGE 103 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5Y19 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
CRE5Y20 3L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y2I 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
RE5Y25 )4 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (REYG8 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 32 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5
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ARC07-044 IA82 OTS SRf-OFF 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 




























ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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z FIG. 32 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 







ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 

ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 1A82 0TS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NON 

ARC87-044 lA82 OTS SRB-NOM 





















-. 035- , 
-4-. 045---------- - ---
ELY-I ELV-OB MACH PT 
MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 
MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 

MPS-NOM- .000 .000 2.600 14.700 

MPS-NON+ .000 .000 2.600 14.700 

MPS-NOM CND.1 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 

MPS-NOM (NO.2 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 

-


















FIG. 33 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE MOMENTS INYAW. MACH=2,6
 
CA]ALPI4A .00 PAGE 107 
DATA SET SYMBOL ,CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5YO2) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.CRE5YO3 ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5YOS) ARC87-044 1A82 0TS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 2.600 14.700 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RESY07 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 2.600 14.700 XIRP 976.0000 IN.XT (RE5Y6 )L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM MPS-NOM (NO.! OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN.YT 
(RESY69) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS ERB-NOM PS-NON (NO.2 OFF) .000 .000 2.600 15.100 ZNRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 33 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=2.6
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 108 
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO-NOM 
A RC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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FIG. 34 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON [LV. HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACHz3..O 
CAJALPHA .00 PAGE 109 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5Yl) 0 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
RE5YI3 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS-SRB-NOM PS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 .LREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5Y7 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5YI8) ARC87-044 IA02 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON+ .000 .000 
 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
(R[5Y97) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM tPS-NON (NO.I OFF) .000 .000 3.000 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN, YT
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FIG. 34 MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=3.0
 
(AJALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 110 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRE5YIS ) Q ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
(RE5Y20) ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
(RE5Y24 I ARC87-044 IA82'OTS SRB-NOH 
(RE5Y25 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON 
(RE5Y8 3L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
(RE5Y71 ) B ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 






NPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) 
MPS-NOM (NO.2 OFF) 

























PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 BREF 1280.3000 IN. 
25.100 XMRP 976,.000 IN. XT 
15.1'00C YMRP .O00O IN. YT 
15.100 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0:00 
nl Til t il Till TIf 
u.02051---
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FIG. 35 UPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELy. HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=3.5
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 




CRE5Y71 ) E 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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FIG. 35 MIPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELV. HINGE MOMENTS INYAW, MACH=3.5
 
ZA)ALPHA .00 PAGE 112
 







ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS 8RB-OFF 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OrF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
... ...il TT il t I TT... ....... ...... l 
ELV-IB ELV-O8 MACH 
.000 .000 2.600 
4.000 .000 2.600 
10.000 .000 2.600 
8.000 .000 2.600 






. ll. r' 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 38 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=2.8
 
CA)DETA .00 PAGE 114 







ARC87-044 JA2 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A2 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC 7-44 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 





















PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
14.700 GREF 2690.000 SO.FT. 
15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. )T 
YMRP .0000 IN, Y7 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 36 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6 




DATA SET SYMBOL 
CRE5X02 )(RE5XSO(RE5XSO ' 
(RE5X54 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 Cr6 SRa-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 CTS SRB-OFF 

























, REFERENCE INFOR'IATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
z FIG. 3G ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ONWING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACHz2.6
 
: CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 116 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OS MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRESX02) C ARC87-044 IA82 TS SRS-OFF 
CRE5X3O )ILJ ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

























CRE5X54 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 2.600 15.100 XMRPYMRP 976.0000.0000 IN. XTIN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
D SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 36 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6
 
CA)BETA .00 PAGE 117 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-B MACH PT . REFERENCE INFORMATION'
 
CRE5XOl 0 ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 "14.700 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 (RE5X32) U ARCB7-044 'A82 0TS SRB-OFF tPS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X2) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 *3;000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN: 
(RE5X563) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFr lPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XHRP 976.0000 IN. X7 
YMRP. .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 37 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH9 POWER OFFP MACH=3.O
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 118 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-B ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(REXOI ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14,700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT
 
CRESX32I U ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5X62) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5X56 L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. X1
 
YMRP .0000 IN. Yl
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FIG. 37 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 119 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5XOI ) 0 
(RE5X32I)Lj 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 



















ARCR7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

















YIRP .0000 IN. YT 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 37 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 120 
4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 




ARC7-044 1A92 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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z FIG. 37 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
:t (A)BETA = .00 
 PAGE 	 121
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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FIG. 37, ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON'WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACHz3.O
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-CD MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5XI9 ) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
 
CRE5X34 ) U ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 	 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
RE5XS4) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X58 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRS-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 38 ELEVON 	DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH;3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 123 
----------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5XIS) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
IRE5X34 IU ARC87-044 IAB2 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE5X4 )Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X58) a ARC87-O44 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XIRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 38 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 124 
-- - -
----------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5XIS I ARCUT-044 IA82 OTS SRO-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2680.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRE5X34 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X64 1 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X58) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT
 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 38 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 125 
CL 







ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 

























RE5XSS3 L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
 
SCALE .0100
0u 1.30 '"....... ........ ........-.............. i-.. .....
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z FIG. 38 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
31 (A)BETA = .00 PAGE 126 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5XI9)) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT 
(RE5X34 )' ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 ' IN. 
CRE5XS4 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X5B ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF . MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. X 
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FIG. 38 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
CAIRFTA = .00 PArF 197 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION -ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5XO2 ) Q 
CREX30)U 
CRE5XO ) Q 
(REX54) L 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
al nll Tml ran l rm an, n al r anl Tm= l nr=,Tm,ml an aH n= nl r, fll mHim anI fir Tm Prl Tl TIH mt ml an ,m m­
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FIG. 39 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6
 
=ABETA .00 PAGE 128
 
--
- - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5X02) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOF1 
(RE5X3O) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. (RESX6O) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CREX54) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 2.800 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. 
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* FIG. 39 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER OFF9 MACHr2.G
 
-A)BETA .00 PAGE 129
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-OB MACH" PT "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5XOI ) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRE5X32)E ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(REX62) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SR8-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(REX5 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .010004 ... ........ 	 I ......
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FIG. 40 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.H. INPITCH, POWER OFF, HACI-=3.0
 
(A)BETA 00 	 PAGE 130
 





IA82 OTS SRO-OFF 

















CRE5XS2 OARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 30.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
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ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 

































YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN.ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.015­
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FIG. 41 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON-ELEVON HAM INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
CAjBETA = .00 
 PAGE 132
 
DATA 'SET SYMBOL 
(RE5XI9])
CRE5X34) U (RE5X64) 2 
(RE5X58) 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OF 
ARC87-044 IA2 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
*LREF 1280.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 41 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
A]BETA , .00 PAGE
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RESYO2 3 ) ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
CRESY30) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 'PS-OFF 4.000 .000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RESYO) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 10.000 .000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y54 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 42' FLEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFFF MACHz2.6
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 134 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RE5Y02 ) C ARC87-044 IA92 OTS SRB-OFF 
CRE5Y30 ILARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
CRE5Y60 3 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
(RE5Y54)) ARCG7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 42 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6
 
(A]ALPHA = .00 PAGE 135
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Q ARC87-044 IAB2 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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FIG. 42 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW9 POWER OFF, MACH=2.G
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 136 
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Q ARCO7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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(z FIG. 42 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6
 
(:A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 137
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5YO2 ) Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 (lE5Y30) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
cRE5Y60 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
I RE5Y54 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 376.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 42 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH:2.6
 
(A]ALPHA = .00 PAGE 138
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRR-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA92 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
l P T 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-'IB ELV-OB MACH PT - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YC1 ) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT 
(RE5Y32) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5YS2 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SR8-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y56 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF tPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. X 
ZMRP A00.0000 IN. 2 
Thrft l miiT l I lT T T l fil l m l Ttfl f fii l r~ l SCALE .0100T l f fill rir tll iH Tll 'll fi fi T nr11nilHHfl fl 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 43 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFFp MACH=3.0
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 140 
DATA SET SYMBOL 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976,0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 43 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW POWER OFFP MACHz3W 
A)ALPHA .00 PAGE 141 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 lAB2 OTS SRB-OFF 
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z FIG. 43 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
(A)ALPHA .00 PAGE 142
 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5YOI) ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .00 .000 3.0O0 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
RE5Y32 ) ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y62) 2 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000" IN. 
CRESY56 1 ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 43 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 143 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YI9 C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2GSO.OODO SO.FT. 
CRE5Y34 )I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y64 3 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y58 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 44 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW9 POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 144 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESYIS Q ARC87044 IAS2 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRESY34 I U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5YS4 )Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRESY58 I ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XTYMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 44 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CRE5YI9 ) 
CRE5Y34 ) 
(RE5Y64 I (RE5Y58 ) 
0 
U 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-l44 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
FIG. 44 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 




DATA SET SYMBOL 





ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRO-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA92 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 






Till TIII 111 Tmh T l llTll 
MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION • 
3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
















-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 2 3 4 
z FIG. 44 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF. MACH=3.5 
: CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 147 
DATA SET SYMBOL 






ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SR1-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC 7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 44 ELEVON DEFLECTI-ONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW. POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 148 
4 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CRE5YO2) Q 
CRE5Y303 U 
(RE5Y60 )(RESYSI 3 
.03 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
m+,,, l ,,,i 
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FIG. 45 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=2.G
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 149 
REFERENCE INFORMATION










ARCS7-044 1A82 OTS SRO-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA62 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IAS2 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
i -rni-n i-n i-rn rf lIt Ini rpl #i-ii =i l rni liII 
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ri-i- ri-i- rnI 
.000 2.600 14.700 
.000 2.600 15.100 
.000 2.600 15.100 
.000 2.600 15.100 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 45 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. I.N YAW, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6 
.A)ALPHA .00 PAGE 150
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH FT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRESYOI C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
CRE5Y32)
CRE5Y62) Q 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

















CRE5Y56 a ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.03­
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FIG. 46 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
CA)ALPHA =. .00 PAGE 151
 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( RE5YOI I ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT (REY32 ) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CREY62) ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.000 15,100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5YSG ) ARC87-044 IAB2 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN. X 
YMRP .0000 IN. Y 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. Z' 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 46 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
CA)ALPHA .00 	 PAGE 152
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RESYI) f ARCS7-044 1A82 OTS SRS-OFF IPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT 
(RE5Y34) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 .000 3.500 15.1o LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5YG4 2 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y58) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XI 
YMRP .0000 IN. YI
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 47 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 153
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
f RE5YIS ) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
(RE5Y34)II ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
(REYG4)Q ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
CRE5Y58) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 


















Y1 fi i .. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. X1 
YMRP .0000 . IN. Y1 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. Zi 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH REFERENCE INFORMATIONPT 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
RC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 48 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=2.G
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 155
 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 48 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
A)BETA = .00 PAGE 19
 
4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-0B MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5X3 C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE5X31 )L ARC 7-044 iA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 2.600 15.100 LREF 12S0.3000 IN. (RE5X6I) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X55 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 48 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 157 
.005 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5XO3) 
(RE5X31)
( RESX6S ) 
C 
U 
ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 











































































3: 1.005-- 00-AGE 15 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 48 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 159 




ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

























(RE5X57J) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.0065 ...... .......I. ......l. ..l i.. ..... ... .... ....... . ..nn l ....... 
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FIG. 49 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 160 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESXI3) C ARC877044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-08 MACH PT 

MPS-NOK .000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 2 S0.0000 SO.FT,
 
CRE5X33 IU ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1280.3000 IN. 
CRE5X63) 2 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM NPS-NOM 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X57) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XNRP 976.0000 IN. X1 
YMRP .0000 IN. Yl
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FIG. 49 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH3.O
 
CAJBETA = .00 PAGE 161
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF13URATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5X13) 30 (RESX33 3U 
(RESX63 )
CRE5X57 ) 4 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 49 [[VON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH1 POWER ON9 NACH:3.O
 
A)BETA = .00 PAGE 162 
----------------------------------------------------------------
x 
ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5XI3 ) Q ARCS7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 9REF 2690.0000 SQoFT. 
CRE5X33 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOn 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. ­
(RE5X63 ) ARC87-044 IA92 OTS SRB-NOM HPS-NON 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 1REF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X57) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOH MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

YNRP .0000 IN. YT
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z FIG. 49 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON; MACH=3.0
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3 (A)BETA = .00 PAGE 163 
0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-0B MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESXI3) 0 ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RESX33 )U
CRE5X63 39 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON 

















(RESX57) /X ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
D ZMRPSCALE 400.0000.0100 IN. ZT 
~.52-
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'FIG. 49 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 164
 
- --- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-0 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESX20)
CRE5X35) L 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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FIG. 50 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER 0N9 MACH=3.5
 
A)BETA .00 PAGE 165
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RE5X2O) Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
IRE5X35) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
CRE5XS5 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM (RE5X59) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NON 




















SREF 2660.0000 SO.FT 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. X 
YMRP .0000 IN. Y 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. Z 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 50 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 166 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IS ELV-0 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5X2O I 
CRE5X353 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 



















ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

















YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 50 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 167 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB 'ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5X20) Q ARCR7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOH .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRE5X35) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X65 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X59) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
 
SCALE .0100
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FIG. 50 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACHr3.5 
- A)BETA .00 PAGE 169 
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(REX55) A RC87-044 [A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 2.600 15.100 XMRP
YMRP 
976.0000
.0000 IN. XTIN. YT-
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 51 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH9 POWER ON, MACH=2.8 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 170 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RE5X03) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
CRE5X31 ) l ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
(RE5X6 )Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 


























SRE.F 2G90.0000 SO.FT., 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
GREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YNRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
LIUCu -. 001 --- Fi7 I 
z -. 002­















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 51 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
CA]BETA = .00 PAGE 171
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-O8 MACH PT -' REFERENCE INFORMA7MON ,' 
CRE5XI3 30 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

CRE5X33 )L 'ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

(RE5XS3 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 









o -. 040 
z
Z -. 045------------------







MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF '2690.0000 SO.FT,
 
PS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
MPS-NOM 10.000 . .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15:100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XI 
YMRP .0000 IN. Yl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 52 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON HA. INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 172 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IRE5XI33I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM HPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 26830.0000 SQ.FT. 
(RE5X333 U ARC87-044 IA92 0TS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
IRE5X63 Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
I RE5X57 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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-ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 52 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.O 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 173 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-GB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CREX20 ) Q ARC07-04A IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM '.000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
 
CRC5X35) . ARC87-04-I IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LRCF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RE5XS5) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RE5X5) A ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 	 XHRP 376.0000 IN. XT 
YIRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT SCALE .0100
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 53 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER 	ON, MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 174 
DATA SrT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RE520)C ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 

(RE5X35) ARC87-O44 1A82 oTS SRB-NOM 

IRE5XG5 Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

(RE5X59f ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.200 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
l.l t I I 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 53 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVONH.M. INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
(A)BETA = .0 PAGE 175 
-- -- 
MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELV-IB ELV-OB 
.000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

1 RESYO3 ) ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM LREF 1290.3000 IN.
(RESY31) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 2.600 ' 15.100 10.000 .000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000
(RESYI ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS RB-NOM MPS-NOM IN. 2.600 15.100 XMRP 97.0000 IN. XT
(RESY55) I ARC87-044 IA82 GTS RB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 54 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, -POWER ON, MACH=2.6
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CA)ALPHA = .00 
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ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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FIG. 54 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=2,6
 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-lB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RESYO3 C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SR1-NOM MPS-NOM 	 .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RE5Y31 ARC67-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 2;600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5YSI) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RESY55 	) ARC87-044 IA62 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 6.000 .000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 54 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ONt MACH=2..G
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 178 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CRE5Y03 3 )




ARC87-044 IA82 CTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A02 OTS SRB-NON 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
AREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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u .SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
z FJG..54 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING-LOADS INYAW, POWER ON. MACH2Z2.6 
3 CA)ALP-A = .00 PAGE 179 
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ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE 	 .0100
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FIG. 54 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS JN YAW9 POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 180 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-lB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5Y13) ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 2690t0000 SQ.FT.
(RE5Y33 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF *J290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y63 ) A RC87-044 IA82 OTSSRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(REY57) ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 55 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.0 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 181 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5YI 33 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRE5Y33 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y63 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5Y57 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 55 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
CA)ALPHA .00 PAGE 182
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5Y13 ) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
CRE5Y33 ) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
CRE5Y6S3 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
( RE5Y57 ) 1 ARC87-044 1A82 0TS SRB-NOM 
MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
MPS-NOM 10 0 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
MPS-NOM 6.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 55 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 183 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT '" REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRESYI3) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.000 '15.100 'SREF 2690.000 S0.FT. 
(RE5Y33) Li ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.000 15;100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RESY3) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM lPS-NOM 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RESY57) L ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRR .0000 IN. YT
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(.9 FIG. 55 [[[VON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW. POWER ON. t'ACH=3.O
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 184 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRESYI3) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NO MPS-NON .000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 2630.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRE5Y33)U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y63 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 10.000 .000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y573 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 376.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 55 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.0 
CA)ALPHA = .0 PAGE 185 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELy-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESY20 ) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF" 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
(RE5Y35) F ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .00 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.(RE5YG5 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM I0.000 .000 3.500 15.100 	 8REF 1290.3000 IN.(RE5Y59) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRG-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 	 XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT
 
YRP .0000 IN. YT
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 56 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW. POWER ON3 MACH=3.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 186
 






ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000- IN.ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 56 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON1 MACH=3.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 187 
-----------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-0 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
(RE5Y2D 30 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.10d" SREF 2690.0000 S0FT. 
(RESY3 3) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NO 	 4.000 .000 3.500 15,100 LREF .1290.3000 IN.­
10.000 .000 3.500 15-.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
(RE5YS5 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM lPS-NON 15.100 	 XMRP 976;0000 IN. Xi
 
YMRP .0000 IN. Yi
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FIG. 56 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 188 
-----
DATA SET S'$SOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( RESY20 C ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRR-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRE5Y35 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1250.3000 IN. (RE5YS5 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RESY59 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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(z FIG. 56 ELEVON.DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
:.- (A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 189
 







ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON 

































YMRP .0000 IN.YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
m SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 56 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
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FIG. 57 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
(A)ALPHA = .O0) PAGE 191
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YO3) 0 ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO5FT. (RE5YI 31 U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5YSI1 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y55 ) ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 2.600 15.100 	 XIRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 57 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 192 










ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON 



























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
DOz -I-.05 
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(A)ALPHA 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON HAM INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.0 
.00 PAGE 193 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YI3) O 
(RE5Y3 3 ( RE5Y63 ) 
CRESY57 ) 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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FIG. 58 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
(AALPHA = .00 PAGE 194
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RESY20) ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
CRESY35) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
IRE5Y65 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RESY59 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 59 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW. POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 195 
4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-IS ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5Y20JI ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000,- SO.FT. 
CRE5Y35) LI ARC87=044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 .000 3,500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RESVY5 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RESY5S) ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 3.500 15.100' XMRP 976,0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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DATA SET SYMBOL 





ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARCS7-044 IA82 TS SRB-OFF 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290,3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YNRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 60 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFFY MACHr2.G 
(A),BETA = .00 PAGE 197 
ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRESX02 I A RC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
(RESX36 ) i RC87-044,IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290:3000 IN. 
(RE5X42 )3 • ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5X48 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 60 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS' INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 198 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5XO2 ) ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 ( RE5X36 IU ARC 7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE5X42 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X48 ) /I ARCO7-044 IA02 OTS SRB-OFr iPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 60 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6
 
CA)BETA .00 PAGE 199
 
4 




ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

























(RE5X48 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO3-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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< FIG. 60 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH POWER OFF, MACH2.G 
= .00 PAGE 200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(REaX02 ) 
CRE5X3 IS U 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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FIG. 60 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON'WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 201 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESXOI ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(RE5X38 ) ARC87-044 lA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X44 ) A RC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF NPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5X50) A RC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 61 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.O
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN 

14700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
 CRESXOI I ARC87-044 IA2 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .O00 3.000 
-4.000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 fRE5X38) I ARC87-044 A82 OTS SR-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 
 15.100 BREF 1290,3000 IN.
 (RE5X44) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS R-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 3.000 8.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976,0000 IN, XT RESX50 ) ARC87-044 IA2 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 61 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, fIACH=3.O
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 203 






ARC87-044 IA82 OT SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC7044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 





















SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
3REF 1290,;3000 IN. 
XRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 61 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.O 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 204 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRESXOI I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
CRE5X3S 2 ARC87-044 IA62 OTS SRB-OFF 
CRESX44) ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 



























SREF 2 90.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XIRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN.YT
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o ;ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
z FIG. 61 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.O 
31 A)BETA = .00 PAGE 205 
)ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION" 
RE5XOI,) 0 ARC87-044 IA82OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
RESX38) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF A.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290-.W00 IN. 
RESX44) 2 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN; 
.RE5X50) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN>XT 
YMRP . .0000 -IN. YT 
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FIG. G1 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 206 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-08 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(REX19I ( 
CRE5X40 ) U 
CRE5X46 ) 
(RE5X52) A 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 62 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
(A)BETA 00 PAGE 207
 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL 




ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFE 


























SREF 2690.0000 So.F1 
LREF 1290.3000 INi, 
BREF 1290.3000 IN 
XMRP , 976.0000 -IN. XT 
YNRP .0000 IN.YT 
ZIRP 400.0000 IN.ZT 
SCALE .0100
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Q ARC87-044 IA82 CTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 CTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 62 ELEVON-DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS JN PITCH, POWER OFF, MACHr3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 209
 
--- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT "" "REFERENCE INFORMATION-"S 
CRESXI9 ) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
IREX40 U ARC87-044 IA82 OTSSR-OFF MPS-OFF 4,000 	 -4.000 3.500 15.100 .LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
-4.00 0RE5X4 8 ARC87-044 IA82 OTSSRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (REX52)J ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 'XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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5 F16. 82 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF' MACH=3 .5
 
S(A)BETA = ,00 	 PAGE 210 
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 






























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. X 
YMRP .0000 IN. Y
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FIG. 62 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACHr3.5
 
CA)BETA .00 PAGE 211
 





Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A62 OTS SRE-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
w--------------------------------------------------. ..- "­

























FIG. 63 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=2.G 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 212 






ARC 7-044 1A82 OT5 SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 


























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN.XTYMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 63 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER OFF, MACH=2.G
 
CA)BETA .00 PAGE 213
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ARCB7-044 IAB2 0T SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARCB7-044 IA82 0TS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 'IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRE5XOI 3Q ARC67-044 IA82 OTS SRO-OFF 
CRE5X38 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-OFF 
(RE5X44 ) ARC07-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
CRESXSO )f ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 








0: 0-- - - -I-------------------­
.0.1 
U-002: 




"r - .007 
wo . 008 
-. 009­
ELV-1B ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. 
MPS-OFF 4.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
MPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 64 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER OFF,MACH-3.0 
WAJBETA .00 PAGE 215 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRE5XIS) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
( RE5X40 ) I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 
CRE5X46) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
CRESX52) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ir .. ... ... ... ....... yi,... .... .... ... n r .... ... ... 
ELV-IB ELV-O MACH, 
.000 .000 3.500 
4.000 -4.000 3.500 
10.000 -4.000 3.500 
8.000 -4.000 3.500 
... ... ... ..n .. .... ni rn fit. .. 
PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT 
15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN: 
15.,100 XMRP 976.0000 IN.X 
YMRP .0000 IN. Y' 
ZRP 400.0000 IN. Z 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 65 ELEVON OEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER OFF,MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 216 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RE5X19) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
CRE5X4 0' ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF (RESX46 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
(RE5X52) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
.005 . ... .......... .......................... i ........ 
ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT 
.000 .000 3.500 15.100 
4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 
10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 
8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 
..... ..... .......... l............ 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN.ZT
SCALE .0100 
l m. . . '" "t ". ... 
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FIG. G5 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER OFF,MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 217 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CREOYO2 I (RE5Y36 )jj ' ARC87-044 IA62'OTS:SRB-OFF ARC87-044 IA82 OS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF MPS-OFF .000 4.000 .000 -4.000 2.600 2.600 14.700 15.100 SREF LREF 2690.0000 1290.3000 SQ.FT. IN. 
(RE5Y42)(RE5Y48 } ARC87-044 IAB2 OTSSRB-OFF ARC87-044 IA82'OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 8.000 -4.000 -4.000 2.600 2.600 15.100 15.100 BREF XMRP 1290.3000 976.0000 IN,IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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FIG. 88 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW9 POWER OFFp MACH=2.8
 
CA)ALPHA =. .00 	 PAGE 218 
DATA SET SYMBOL 




ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-CFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.$000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. Y7 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 66 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAWt POWER OFF9 MACHr2.6
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PG'219 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELYrOB MACH PT - REFERENCE INFORMATION -­
(RESYO2 ) Q 
I RESY3 J U 
I RE5Y42 )
IRESY48 )A 
ARC87-044 lA82 0TS $RB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTSSRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RE5Y2) Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
(REY3 ) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
(RE5Y42) ARC 7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
CRE5Y48) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
0 


























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
w 1 .10 - ;I ] 
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z FIG. 66 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6
 
3c -A)ALPHA = DO PAGE '221
 





QU ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZIRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 66 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=2.8
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 222 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YOI) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.000 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE5Y38 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 4.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y44 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y5O) ARC87-044 IAB2 OTS SRB-OFF NPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 	 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
 
SCALE .0100 
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. 	 .. ... .. .
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FIG. 67 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 223 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 67 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 224 
3 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5YOI )
CRESY38 IL 
Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

















CRE5Y44 ) QARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




















ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 67 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
(A)ALPHA.= .00 PAGE 225
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C ARC87-044 1A82 OTSSRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

































YMRP .0000 IN. Y7 
- ZMRP 400r.0000 IN. Z7 
CL SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YOI ) Q 
( RE5Y38 ) L 
CRESY44 ) Q 
CRE5Y50 )fl 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
DI SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 67 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.0
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 227
 
-----------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5YI9) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
(RE5Y4O IU ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5Y4 I ARC 7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15,100 BREF 1290.3000 IN,
 
CRE5Y2 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 r4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 68 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 228
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESY19 ) Q AR 87-044 IAS2 OTS SRB-OFF 'PS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
CRESY40)U ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RESY46) 2 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y52 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 3.500 '15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRE5YI9 C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRO-OFF 
(RE5Y40 L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
(RE5Y46 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
I RE5Y52 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-OFF 


























SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN'. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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.00LH = .0 AE 3 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5YI9) 
ERE5Y40 I 
0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

















CRE5Y46 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SR1-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 190.3000 IN. 






ZMRPSCALE 400.0000.0100 IN. ZT 
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 FIG. 68 ELEVON OEFLECTIONS.EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5
 
SCA]ALPHA = .00 PAGE 231
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{RE5YI9 ) 





IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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FIG. 68 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH23.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 232 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-0B MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YO2) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2G90.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE5Y36) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
I RE5Y42 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 1O.oo -4.000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y4B) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 XIRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 






ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFE 

ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 

ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 







































MPS-OFF .000 .000 2.800 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
MPS'-OFF 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
PS-OFF 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT

YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 69 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M, INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=2.6
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 234
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 jA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 70 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER OFF, MACHz3.O
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 235 
o 
X 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRESYOI I Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS'SRB-OFF MPS-OFF CRE5Y3 Li ARC87-044 IA82 OTSISRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
CRESY44 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF (RESY50 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
062 lll fit. Wn til Wi,,ll n,Vni WIT? FIT, HI Till r 
.0015-­



















PT , ,REFERENCE INFORMATION 
14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN.Xl 
YHRP .0000 IN. Y1 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. Zi 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRESY19 3 Q(RESY4 )U
(RESY46) Q
(RE5Y52 3/ 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IAS2 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
iii itllI~g ~ nl; iiinnl 4i 4n llib# IHfn l i lml fi;lllll m nutill l Ulim i m mll iri 
SCALE 
ml 1IIml l 
.0100 
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FIG. 71 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON'ELEVON H.l. INYAW, POWER OFF, MACF-=3.5
 
CA)ALPHA = .OO PAGE 237 









IA82 OTS SRB-OrF 
IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 71 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER OFF, MACH=3.5.
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 238 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-ID ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRESXO3 ) C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-CRES(37) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM NPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X43) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X49) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.-DEGREES 
FIG. 72 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=2.G
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 239 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

ARC87-044 IA2 OTS SRb-NOM 

ARC87-044 	IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 	IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC7-044 	IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RE5X032 0 
IRE5X37) U 
CRE5X43) 	 Q 
(RE5X49 ) 
....
.035"' 	 I 
.0030 
3 





















-, 	 -. 0025­
m 	 .t ... 4~~W.. 	 Iaz
-4 -3 	 -2 -1 0 1 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 





XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 






3 Ia 4 
ELV-IS ELV-OS MACH PT 
MPS-NOM .0oo .000 2.600 14.700 
MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 
MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 
PS-NON 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 
FIG. 72 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 240 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5X03) C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT. 
CRE5X37) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5X43) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM . MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X49 a ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 XHRP 876.0000 IN. XT
 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 72 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH. POWER ON, MACH=2.G
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 241 
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w 1 .045 
> 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
AC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OT$ SRB-NOM 
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itan l i an a Hn ail it nL aa Itn Lw La'Wa nL
wz -4 -3 -2 -1 0 
ELV-OB MACH PT 

.000 2.600 14.700 

-4.000 2.600 15.100 

-4.000 2.600 15.100 

-4.000 2.600 15,10O 

.. . . ..... 
L. I-­




SREF 2690.0000 SO T. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000- IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
.. . .. . 
nL 44W l 
3 
o 
 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
z FIG. 72 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON9 MACH=2.6
 
: (A)BETA = .00 PAGE 242 







ARC87-044 IA62 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 












. . . . . . . .I. 
PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 BREF 1230.3000 IN. 
15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 72 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=2.6 
(A]BETA = .00 PAGE 243 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IS ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5X13 )
(RE5X39 ) 
( RESX45 ) 
(RE5X5I) 
0 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
FIG. 73 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.O
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 244
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IAB2 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 
















PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT 
15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. Yl 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. Z 
SCALE .0100 
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 




































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .000 
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FIG. 73 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 246 





0 ARCG7-044 IAS2 OTB SR1-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 




































- ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
CL SCALE .0100 
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uJ ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
z FIG. 73 ELEVON IDEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 (A)BETA .00 PAGE 247
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5X13) 
(RE5X39) 
C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRb-NOM 



















ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

















YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
- ZMRPSCALE 400.0000.0100 IN. ZT 
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FIG. 73 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 248 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OS MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESX2OI 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE5X4I3 L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RE5X47 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RESX53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOI MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
FIG. 74 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON9 MACH=3.5 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 249 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR1IPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5X20) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF . 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
(RE5X41 	) [ ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NON 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X47) ARC87-044 IA82 C1S SRB-NON MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.,
 
(RE5X53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YNRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 74 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 250 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RESX20) C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM , MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RE5X41 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5X47) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRA-NON MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 , BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5X53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 74 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WINS LOADS IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACI=3.5 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5X20 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
(RE5X41 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
(RE5X47 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
CREBX53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
-
'. 1SCALE 
uJ 1 7 5 " l-I-. ..... .r."r1 ........I.ITTI. 
MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 S.FT. 
MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF * 1290.3000 IN. 
MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. X1YMRP .0000 IN. YI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 74 ELEVON DEFLECTi{pNS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA = .00 1PAGE 252 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RE5X20) C ARC87-044 IA22 OTS SRB-NON 
(RE5X41 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
I RE5X47 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
(RE5X53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
mK 



























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. x 
YMRP .0000 IN. Y 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 74 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.5 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 253 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OS MACH PT 'REFERENCE INFORMATION 




ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 (A82 OTS SRB-NOM 































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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FIG. 75 ELEVON DEFLECTIINS EFFECT ON ELEVON HM.IN PITCH, POWER ON, MACHZ:2,6
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 254
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARCO7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
i ~i~qlflr l ITmn- i i n-fl flfl T il m 
N1, 


















mu nil, Tm 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG. 75 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
CA)BETA .00 PAGE 255
 
DATA SET SYHI.CL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-B ELV-OB MACH' PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5XI3) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM .000 - .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F' 
(RE5X39 ) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM 4.000 -4,000 3.000 15.100 LREF '-1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5X45) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
RE5X5I I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. )
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) ARCO7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 

































YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 7G ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER ON, HACHr3.O 
(A)BETA .00 PAGE- 257 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH Pi REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5X20) C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRD-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE5X4I ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
SRE5X47 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP' .0000'- IN. YT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 77 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
CA)BETA .00 PAGE 258
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 






ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 0TS SRB-NOM 
ARCS7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
























lITm flll fi 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZNRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE 
.0100 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 77 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INPITCH, POWER ON, MACH=3.5 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 259 
I
 






ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 


























SREF 2690.00d SO.FT, 
LREF 1290.3000 IN.. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN.' 
XHRP 976.0000 IN; Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. Y7 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZI 
ml n Il m m p1 ml ml, ml ml ml In' ml mu ml = n ,mlilnum ym ml ni, mu ml= ml 
SCALE 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 78 ELEVON DEFLECTI ONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=2.G
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 260 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RE5YO3) C 










ARC87-044 IAS2 OTS SRB-NOM 

-ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1-290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 







FIG. 78 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 261
 
- - - -
- - -
- - -
- - - -
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT. REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
CRESYO3) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 2.600 '14.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
CRESY37 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRESY43 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 0.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y4S) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
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FI.78 ELEVON DEFLECTI'ONS'EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=2,G
 
(A 2ALPHA .00 PAGE 262
= 1 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5YO3) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 2.600 14.700 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. 
I RE5Y37 ) I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM NPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y43 ) ARC87-044 [A82 OTS SRS-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 	 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5Y49) ARC87-044. IA82 OTS SRE-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
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z FIG. 78 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
:; (A)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 263 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATI'ON
 
(RE5YO3) 0 ARCO7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000' 2.800 14.700 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
(RESY37) LI ARCO7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
fRE5Y43) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 2.600 15;100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y49) ARCR7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 2.600 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
 
DID ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
 
SCALE .0100
CL. .... .. ... . ...... . I'. ..........
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FIG. 78 ELEVON DEFLECTI!ONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=2.6
 
(A)ALPHA .00 PAGE 264
 
--L 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CRE5YI3) 0 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IAB2 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC87-014 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
ml mll nii Im Iil i i m IIm lTm l n 
- - -


















lmi i l 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1230.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 79 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 265 




q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

























CRE5Y51 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
.001 HI nl mlu niu ml mu mulllln l il ll'lni mu n Tlll I TT, Til n~lt fin rn nfl m[y I~nn ml1 n tl n rn 
SCALE 
mi Tml ln 
.0100 
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 FIG. 79 ELEVON DEFLECTI;ONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.O
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 
 PAGE 266
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RESYI3) ' ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
CRE5Y39) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM PS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y45) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRS-NOM , HPS-NOM 0.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y51 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 8.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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.020PH= .00PAG 28 





C) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 


































IN. XTIN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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z FIG. 79 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
 
-. C (A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 268 
PT 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELV-lB ELV-OB MACH 

.000 .000 3.000 15.100 SREF 269.O0000 SQ.FT.

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRESYI3) 	 C ARCO7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
4.000 -4.000 3.000 15,100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
CRESY39 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM lPS-NOM 
10.000 -4.000 3.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
(RE5Y45 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM lPS-NOM IN. XT
CRE5Y51) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-JOM 8.000 3.000-4.000 15.100 XMRP YMRP 
976.0000 
.0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 79 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, NACH=3.0
 






* DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE ITNFORMATION
 
(RESY20) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15,100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(RE5Y41 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y47) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5Y53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
- T m lI 11 l .ll 1 1 I I IIITiT I In,t 
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FIG. 80 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
CA0ALPHA =-.00 PAGE" 271
 
---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMAl ION
 
(RE5Y2d) C (RE5Y41 ) 
CRE5Y47 )(RE5Y53 ) 







ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 IA82 (TS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

.... .... .... .... ....... i ........
... ...  .......... .. .....  .. ...  ... ..  
MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG'. 80 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
ZA)ALPHA .= .00 PAGE 272 
ELV-I ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RE5Y20 I ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM -MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 GREF 2690.0000 $Q.FT.
 
(RE5Y41 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 
 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1-290.3000 IN.
 
CRESY ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5Y53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
 MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMAT'ION 
(RE5Y2O ) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NCM MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (RESY41 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NCM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y47) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RE5Y53 a ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 80 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 274 
DATA SET SYMBOL 






ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 



























LREF 1230,3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XTYMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FI.81 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON [[[VON HLM. INYAW, POWER ONP MACH=2.G
 
(A)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 275 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESC IPTION 
(RE5Y033 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
CRE5Y37 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
CRE5Y43 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NCM 


























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
o 00 10' F 
u -.0015 -
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-aB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(REBYI3) 
(RESY39 )( RE5Y45 )
CRE5Y51 ) 
) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
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FIG. 82 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.0
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ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 82 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER ON, MACHz3.O 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 278 
ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB 

.000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(CRE5Y2O) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
LREF 1290.3000 IN.
CRE5Y41 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 

10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
(REOY47) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 
 15.100 XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT
(REOY53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRe-NON MPS-NOM, 8.000 -4.000 3.500 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 83 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 273 
- - - - - - - - - -
-------------------------------------------------
0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-O8 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5Y2O ) C ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM tPS-NM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
tRE5Y4I ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5Y47) ARCE7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRESY53) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT
 
I YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
FIG.,8 ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, POWER ON, MACH=3.5
 (A)ALPHA = .0 
 PAGE 280
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELVIB ELV-C8 MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRESX74 ) 0 ARCO7-044 IA82 OT lPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
(RE5X75) ARCS7-044 CT MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000.A82 	 IN.
 
RESX7G () ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM-	 .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
IRE5X77 ) ARC87-044 IA82 CT MPS-NON .000 .000 3.500 15.100 	 X1RP 876.0000 IN, XT 
(RE5X73 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 	 YHRP .0000 IN. YT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FIG.84 2ND.STAGE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCHMACH=3.5
 
(A)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 281
 
.0005 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IBf ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORHAtION 
(RE5X74 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE5X75 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
tRE5X76) ARCS7-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5X77 ) ARCB7-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN, XT 
(R[5X73 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM (NO.I. OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG.84 2ND.STAGE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENS. OUT EFFECT ON WINS LOADS INPITCH,MACH=3.5
 
CAJOETA = .00 PAGE 282 
- - ---- 








ELV-18 ELV-O0 HACH PT 
ATA SET SYMBOL CONF1GUATION DESCRIPTON 
 000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.REX74A) Q RC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-OFr 	 .000 

.000 .OCO 3.500 15.100 LREF 120.3000 IN.
IR5 SX75) H ARC87-044 IA82 OT HPS-NOM(RESX7S ) 9 87-044 182 01MPS-NOX- .000 .OO 3500 15.100 	 OREF 1290.3000 IN. 
3.500 15.100 xMRP 976.0000 IN. XT.000 .000
IRE5X77 / ARCS7-C44 IA82 01 MPS-NOM+ (ESX73 ) . ARC87-044 A82 T PS-N,.qN (NO.1 OFFI . 0DU .000 3.500 15.100 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YT CRESX72) L ARC87-044 1A82 OT MPS-NON (NO.2 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.200 	 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
n "n .. ..."'.-.. .i 
. . ..n . .. ..I .... ....1i - - 111liI -1t . ...
.04 5 t. flf .rt 
.035-- ~------ --- -- ---
zIII :I l Z,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
FIG.84 2NO.STAGE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCHMACH=3.5
 
PAGE 283
(A]BETA = .00 

UATA bET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-O MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5X74 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (RE5X75 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
(RE5X7S) ARC7-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.500 15,100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(9RE5X77 I ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NO1 .000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(RE5x73) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM CNO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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ARCB7-044 IA82 OT MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OT MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM-
ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM+ 
ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF)
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
FIG.84 2ND.STAGE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INPITCHMACH=3.5
 
(A)BETA = .00 PArl 9Qa
 









ARCS7-044 IA82 OT MPS-OFF 
ARC87:044 1A82 CT MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OT tPS-NOM-
ARC87-044 1A82 OT MPS-NOM+ 
AR(.87-044 IA82 Ot MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) 
































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, 
LREF 1290,3000- IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 












































- -- --- -
ELV-I ELV-OS MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 .000 3500 15,100 SREF 2690.0000 S.FT.
CRESX74 ) ARC87-044 A82 OT MPS-OFF 
.000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
(RE5X75 ' ARC87-044 IA8Z OT PS-NOM 
.000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290,3000 IN.
CRESX7S ARC87:-044 IA2 OT PS-NOM-

.000 000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT
(RESX7I ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM+ 

.000 .000 3.500 15,100 YMRP 0000 IN.YT
(RESX3 ARC87-044 IA82 OT PS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) 

.000 .000, 3.500 15,100 ZiRP 400,0000 IN.ZT
(RE5X72 I ARC87-044 tA82 OT MPS-NOM (NO.2 OFF) SCALE .000
 
o .002-------------- ------------
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG.85 2ND.STAGE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M.IN PITCH,MACH=3.5
 











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-ID ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RE5Y74) C) ARC87-044 1A82 OT MPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
(RE5Y75) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
(RE5Y76) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 (RE5Y77 )4 ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(RE5Y73 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
FIG.86 2N0.SIAGE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACW=3G5
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 288
 
- - - -
- - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5Y74 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OT MtPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE5Y75 ) ] ARC87-44 IAS2 OT MPS-NOM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRESY7S ) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM- .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE5Y77 ) ARG87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM. .000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(RESY73 )I ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG.86 2ND.STAGE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, MACH=3.5
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 	 PAGE 289
 
--- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I ELV-03 HACH PT REFERENCE INFORIIATION 
(RE5Y74 I ARCB7-044 IA82 OT .PS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2 90.0000 SQFT. 
( RESY75 ) U ARC7-044 IA82 OT RPS-NM .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3C00 IN. ( 5Y7 > ARC87-C44 1382 0T MPS-N.-- .co .0c0 3.500 15.100 BREF 1290.3000S IN. 
-ZE5Y-731 ARCS7-044 1AS2 OT HPS-OMt .000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (RESY73) ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
(RESY72) j ARC87-044 IA82 OT HPS-NOM (NO.2 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .010022....... ... . ............... .............
•.° .I... ..... ......... . ...,'. .,j
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.016 -- -------­
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FLG.86 2ND.STAGE- MIPS PLUME S'IZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW9 MACHISS5
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 1PAGE 290 











ARC87-044 IA82 OT tIPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OT MPS-NO0 
ARC87-044 IA82 OT HPS-NON-




























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 2290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
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z FIG.86 2NO.STAGE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, NACH=3.5
 
-3 CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 291 
0 
- -- - -- -
DATA SET SNMZL COWI IRATION CESCRIPTICN ELV-IB ELV-09 MACH 
(RE5Y'4 ^ ,92 01 .000 .000 3.500AC87-044 PS-rFF 
(PEy7S )U ARC7-044 JAB2 CT 1PS-NCM 	 .000 .000 3.500 (q5y76 AC87-044 IA82 CT H.PS-NO- .000 .000 3.500 
(RE5Y77 I4 AR87-044 IA82 OT KPS-.3QM I .000 .000 3.500 
(PE5Y73 )l ARC87-044 IAS2 OT MPS-NO (NO.1 OFF) .000 .000 3.500 
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-4 -3 -2 -1 0O 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
PT REFERENCE R$CORmATION 
15.100 	 SREF 2690.0030 S.FT. 
15.100 	 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
15.100 	 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
15.100 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT
 
15.100 	 YHRP .0000 IN. YT
 














FIG.86 2ND.STAGE- MiPS PLUMiE SilZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT ON WING LOADS INYAW, liACH=3.5
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FIG.87 2ND.STASE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENS. OUT EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, MACH=3.5
 
CA]ALPHA .00 PAGE 293
 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-OB MACH PT 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RE5Y74 I ARC87-044 IA82 OT NPS-OFF .000 .000 3.500 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
tRE5Y753 ARC7-044 .000 .000 3.500 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARARE5C76 PS-NON- .000 .000 3.500 15.100 BREF 129n.3000 IN.
87-044 IA82 OT (RE5Y77 )4 ARC87-044 1A82 OT IPS-NON. .000 .000 3.500 15.100 XMRP 976 0000 IN.XT(RE5Y73 ARC87-044 IA82 OT MPS-NOM (NOil .000 .000 3.500 15.100 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
(RE5Y72) . ARCS7-044 IA820T NPS- '0N CNO2 OFF)OFF) .000 .000 3.500 15.100 ZMRP 400.0000 IN.ZT
AC704
(R57 ) A2OTMS OM(OSCALE 
.0100 
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FIG.87 2ND.STAGE- MPS PLUME SIZE/ENG. OUT EFFECT'ON ELEVON H.M. INYAW, MACH=3.5
 
CA)ALPHA = .00 PAGE -294 
[ATA SET SYMBOL 





ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 01S SRB-NOM 





















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
EREF 1290,3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN, XT
.0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 4 00 ,0000 IN. ZT 
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MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 88 SUMMARY-NOMINAL PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADSo ELV-IB=ELV-OB=O.O 
(A)BETA --. 00 PAGE 295 
- - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA PT REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(REOL03 ) - ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 -4.000 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
CRE5HO3 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 .000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE5NO3 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 4.000 15.100 	 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 88 SUMMARY-NOMINAL PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, ELV-IB=ELV-OB=O.O
 
(A)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 296 
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FIG. 88 SUMMARY-NOMINAL PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, ELV-IB=ELV-OB=O.O
 
r AICTA - nn 	 PAZF ?q7 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IS ELV-OS ALPHA PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5L03)
(RE5M03)
( RE5NO3 I 
. 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 




























X YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
SSCALE ZMRP 400.0000.0100 IN. ZT 
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MACH NUMBER
 
FIG. 88 SUMMARY-NOMINAL PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS ELV-IB=ELV-OB=O.O
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 298
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RESLO33 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 
(RE5MO3) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SR1-NOM MPS-NOM 
(RE5NO3) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON MPS-NON 
° 5' +.......I ....... 
o ~.4­
..... 
ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA PT REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 .000 -4.000 15.100 SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. 
.000 .000 .000 15.100 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 .000 4.000 15.100 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XIRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .010O 
................."' . ........... .. 
Li liFll-lf 
2 -. 3----------------------------------------' 
z 
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MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 88 SUMMARY-NOMINAL PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, ELV-IB=ELV-OB=O.O 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 299 
Z-6 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRE5LO3) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRb-NOM 
CRE5MO3 I ARC87-044 IA62 OTS SRB NOH 






















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NON 
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w YRP .0000 IN. Yl 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. V 
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FIG. 89 SUMMARY-NOMINAL PLUME EFFECT ON [LEVON HINGE MOMENTS, ELV-IB=ELV-OBrO.O
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 P-AGE 301 
- - - - - -
- - - - -
- -
- - - -
aLVie DELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(RE5Jl41 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 
MPS-NOM, .000 .000 .OD LREF 1290.3000 IN.
CRE5J15 ) U ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
,9CRESJI I ) 0 ARCB7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM + .000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C(RE5JIOI a ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000- IN. xT
 
In 
 YMRP .000 IN.YT 
Cu) ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
O3 SCALE .000 
2 I~~~y l i nlfl lem nni MJi imr nri iii i l ii III rmf mII nil mIl 111 mr i m 1 nii l T IY1 Tl lf l ll mIL my w1Frrn1 1 fliT f[IT, 
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FIG. 90 SUMMARY- MPS PLUME EFFECT ON WI.NS LOADS9 SRB OFF, DELVIB4DELVOBO0.O
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 302 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFiGURATIZJN cEsCeRPTIam DELVIB OELVOSB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
RE5J142 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-FF MPS-NO)l .000 .000 MG SREF 290.0000 IN.FT.CRESJIui L ARC7-044 1A92 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOMt .000 .000 .00& LREF 1280.3000 IN. (RE5JI 1 0 ARC87-044 IAS2 OTS SfB-OFF MPS-NON.+ .000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN.CRE5JIO) ARC87-044 IAS2 OTS SRB-OFF tPS-NON+ .000 .00O '000 XtRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YRP .0000 IN.YT
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FIG. 90 SUMMARY- MPS PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS. SRB OFF, DELVIB=DELVOB=OO
 
CA)BETA = .00 PAGE 303 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DELVID DELVeB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRESJ14 2 ARC87-044 1A92 0Th SRe-OFV MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690,0000 S0JFT.
 
(RE53153 ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 .000 LREF 1250.3000 IN.
 (RE5JII ] ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. (REBQIO3 ARCO7-044 IAB2 OTS SRB-OFF NPS-NOM..+ .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 90 SUMMARY- MPS PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, SRB OFF, DELVIB=DELVO8=O.O
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE 304
 
- - - - -
- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELVIB DELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5JI4]) ARC87-044 IA82 OS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE415) L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C(RE5JII ) ARC87-044 1A82 01S SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 .000 	 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
ScRESJIO 3 A ARC7-044 1A82 018 SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+.+ .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
 
X YMRP .0000 IN. YT
X 	 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .000 
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FIG. 90 SUMMARY- MPS PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, SRB OFF, DELVIB=DELVOB=O,O
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELVIS DELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE5414 fl ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRO-OFF MPS-NOH .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE5415 f ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.3000 IN.(RE5 ARC87-044 A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++
RES O ARC137-'944 IA82 OTS SR13-OFF MHPS-NOM++.,OO .00 ,000 10:g BREF 12903000 IN.000 :co . 0 	 XMRP 976.0000 IN: xT 
YMRP .O000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
0. 	 SCALE .0100
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FIG. 90 SUMMARY- MPS PLUME-EFFECT ON WING LOADS, SRB OFF, DELVIB=DELVOB0.0
 
(A)BETA - .00 	 PAGE 306 
- - - - - - - ----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION. DELVIB DELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5J14) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
I RE5J5 ) U APC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 .000 LREF 1290 3000 IN. 
(RE5JI I ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 .000 BREF 12r jOO IN. 
I REJIO1) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+++ .000 .000 .000 XMRP 97L 00 IN, XT 
YNRP .0000 IN. YT
j 
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FIG. 91 SUMMARY- MPS PLUME EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M., SRB OFF, DELVIB=OELVOB=O.O
 
(A)BETA .00 	 PAGE 307
 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELVIB DELVeD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE5JI4 ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SR-OF MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 SREF 690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE53152 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 .00 LREF 129.3000 IN. 
LRE5JII ARC87-044 1A820TS qpa-0Fi MPS-NOM++ .000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
 I ARC87-044 IA82 OrS SRB-OFF MPS-NOM+++ .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XI 
m YMRP *00O0 IN. YI 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELVIB DELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION ,
 
(RE5JO3 C ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(RE5JO4 ) L ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .OO .000 .000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE5J05 I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 BREF 1290,3000 IN.(RE5Jo8 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN,XT 
DI(R5JOG) ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM- .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
.3 J07 2 ARCS7-044 1A82 07$ SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .000 
.002 ....I "l........... ...... .. ...
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FIG. 92 MACH NUMBERSUMMARY- MPS PLUMEISRB PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, DELVIB=DELVOB=O.O 
0A)BETA = .00 PAGE 309 
3 LLNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RE5403 r ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NO- MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 

(REn J0 TPUL 	 DELVIB DELVOe ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4	 SREF 260.00000 SQOFT.
EARCB7044 1A82 OTS SR8-NOl-
 IPS NOM .000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.3000 1N
 
(RE5JO5 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOr+ MPS-NOM °.00 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
(RE5J08 ft ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRf-NO++ MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
RE5JOS 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON-	 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 92 SUMMARY- MPS PLUMEilSRB PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, DELVIB=DELVOB=O.O
 
(A)BETA •Q 	 PAGE 310
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DELVIB DELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REJ03 	 C ARC87044 1A820TS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 SREF 2GSOOOOO SO.FT 
CRESJO4 ) 	 U ARC87-044 1A82 0TS SRB-NOM- MPS-NON .000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
0 	 .000 BREF IN.I RE5J05 3 Q ARCS7-044 IA820TS SRR-NOM+ MPS-NON .000 .000 	 12e0.3000 
cREBJOB ARC87-044 IA820TS SRB-NOCM. MPS-NON 	 .000 .000 .000 XNRP 976.0000 IN.XT
 
CRE5JO6 ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON-	 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN,YT 
CRESJ07 ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM IPS-NOM+ 	 .000 .000 .000 ZHRP 400.0000 IN.ZT 
SCALE .0100
 
.03 m m. ........ ............................................. F.
0t... in-..... ....  ....  	 ...........





























FIG. 92 SUMMARY- MPS PLUME/SR8 PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, DELVIB=DELW8B=OO
 
CA)BETA = .00 	 PAGE 311
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTILIN DELVIS DELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RESJOS 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NO, MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
ORE5A04 L ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM-, MPS-NOM .000 ;ouO .000 LREF '1290.3000 IN. 0.. (RE5305 ARC7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM4- MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. O3(RE5JOS ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ MPS-NO .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
xCRESJO8 ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM1 MPSNOM- .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
3RE5073 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOMI MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 400.0000 IN,ZT 
SCALE .0100
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FIG. 92 SUMMARY- MPS PLUME/SRB PLUME EFFECT ON WING LOADS, DELVIB=DELVOB=O.Q
 
(A)BETA = .00 PAGE' 312 
-------------------- -- -- - -- -- - -- -
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELVIB OELVOS ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATIN 
CRE5J03 ) ARC87-044 1A92 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 SREF 2G0.0000 SO.FT. 
(RESJ04 ) ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM- NPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 LREF 1290O.3000 IN.CRE5J051 ARCS7-044 IABZ OTS SRS-NOM+ NPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 BEF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5J08I ARC87044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM++ PS-NOM .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT 
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FIG. 92" SUMMARY- MPS PLUMEISRB PLUME EFFEC.T ON WING LOADS, DELVIB=DELVOB=O.O0
 
(A)BETA = .00 
 PAGE 313
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION CELVIB DELVOB ALP4A REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RF5J03 I Q ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM '.000 .000 .000 SREF 2680.0000 S0.FT 
RE5,404 I ARC87-044 IAS2 OT SRB-NOM- MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. CRE5405) ARCBY-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NON .000 .000 .000 BREF 12B0.3000 IN. 
CREBJOB ) ARC7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM++ MPS-NOM .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. X 
'C RESJOG ) ARC87-044 IAB2 0TS ARB-NOM MPS-NON- .000 .000 .000 YNRP .000 IN. y
Wr(RE5407 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM+ .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. Z 
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FIG. 93 SUMMARY- MPS/SRB PLUME EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M., DELVIB=DELVOB=O.O
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DATA SET SYMBOL 





ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM IPS-NON 
ARC7-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NON- IPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM+ IPS-NON 
ARC87-044 IA82 TS SRB-NOM.+ MPS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA92 0TS SRB-NOM PS-NO-
























LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. T 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CELVIS CELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRE5J30) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 4,000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
RE54) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.3000 IN.CRES460 Q ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN.ZCRE5J36 o ARC87-044 IA82 OTS' SRB-OFF MRS-OFF 4.000 -A.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (REJ42 ARC87-044 IAB2 OTS SRB-OFF MS-OFF 8.000 -4,000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
o RE5J42 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 10.000 -4.000 .000 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
C3 
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FIG. 94 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS POWER OFF
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DATA SET SYMBOL 











ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA92 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 
ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
















T) tl -lrnnl mn rin flfl Tm 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.00O0 IN.XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS, POWER O]FF
.00 PAGE 317 
-- -- -- -- ------------- 
----
--
DATA SET SYMBOL 
( REJ30 ) jCRESJS4 3 ( RESJ60 )(RE5436](RE5J48I(RE5J42 	 I 
.010. 
C3 






ARC87-044 IA82 0TS SRB-OFF
ARC87-044 	 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
'ARC87-044 	 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
i Ill nil ml ml] nilT ll ill ml 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.

LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE 	 .0100 







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION oELVIa DELVOS ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRESJ3 (C ( RE5J54 ) 
u CRE5J60)
L)CRE5J36) 
0 ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
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FIG. 94 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS9 POWER OFF
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ATA SET SYMBOL 





ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF HPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC87-044 IAB 2TS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 
il [ Il I~ 
















11 1 1711i l ti l I 1 
....... 
REFERENCE 'INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN,
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN.YT 
ZMRP 400,0000. IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
Till mlI[ 
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MACH NUMBER 




DATA SET SYMBOL 
RE5J30 0C 




W ICRE5J42 ) 
.00 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC87-044 IA82.0TS SRB-OFF 
ARC7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFFARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF 




























SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XNRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




























- A)ET - .00-PAGE-321 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELVIB DELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESJ30) C ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 4.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
RE5J54 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF PS-OFF 	 8;o000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.3000 IN.
 
CRE5JSO 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 	 10.000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN.
0dC RE5436) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF MPS-OFF 	 4.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT

W:CJRE5448 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-OFF tPS-OFF 	 8.000 -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT
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FIG. 95 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON H.M., POWER OFF
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FIG. 98 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS, NOMINAL POWER ON
 




DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELVS DELVOS ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESJ31 ) Q ARCB-044 IA92 0T SRB-NOI MPS-NON 4.co0 .000 .OOO SREF 2610,0000 SOT.( RE5J55 2I ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM lIPS-NON 6.000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. CRESJGI ) ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOfl MIPS-NOn 1o.000 .003 .000 BEEF 3290.3000 IN,(RESJ37) AAC87-044 1A82 OTS SRS-NOn MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT(RESJ4S) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SR1-NOM MPS-NOlI 8.000 .- 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YTCRE5343 ) 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOH MPS-NOM 10.000 -4.000 .000 ZMRP 400.0000 IN.ZT 
SCALE .0100 
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FIG. 96 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADSo NOMINAL POW/ER ON
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRESJ31 0 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRS-NOM 
CRE5J5 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
CRE5JSI 'ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
CRE5J37) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
CRE5449 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 





























BREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN.XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 






LU W .0050 














- - - ----
- -
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DELVIB DELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATUIN DESCRIPTION 

.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(RE5J3 ) Q ARC97-044 !A92 OTS SRa-NON MPS-NOM. 4.00a .000 
CRE5C55 0 ARCS7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 	 B;000 co0 .000 LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
CL(RE5JSI ARC87-044 1A82 0TS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 10.000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 0	 (REU37) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
C( RE549 I ARCB7-044 1A82 OT SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
>CRE5J43) I ARCB7-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM NPS-NON 10.000 -4.000 .000 ZNRP 400.0000 IN. ZT SCALE .0100 
n.. ..... .. ... " ... t....... 
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FIG. 96 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS NOMINAL POWER ON
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(A)BETA = .00 
-----------------















ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 

ARC87-044 1A82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM 
ARC87-044 IAB2 OTS SRS-NOM 
ARC87-044 IA92 TS SR1-NOM 















































GREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XNRP 976.0000 IN.XT 
YMRP .0000 IN.Y7 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0100fli llml1 	mtT 11 IIII Wf fI T@ lt 
Z2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 96 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON WING LOADS, NOMINAL POWER ON 
CA)BETA = .00 1 PAGE 327 
-- -- -- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CELVIB DELVOB ALPHA, REFERENCE INFORMATIOM 
CRE5J31 0 ARC87-044 1A82 0TS'SRB-NOM MPS-I...., .000 O00 2690.00004,000 --. SREF S0.FT.
 
CREW455 L ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.3D0 IN.(RESJBI3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 30,000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE5J373 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NO MPS-NON 4.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELVIB CELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RESJ3I I ( ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NO1 KIPS-NOM 4.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (RE5JS5 ] ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM t1PS-NOM 8.000 .000 .000 LREF , 1290.3000 IN. 
0	 (RE5J6I 3 ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOI aPS-NOM 10.000 .000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN,(E5J37 ) ARC87-044 IA82 OTS SRB-NOM MPS-NOM 4.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
ARC97-044 OTS SRB-NOI 	 -000
XESJ49) IA82 tPS-NON 9.000 -4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ( RE5J43) C ARC87-044 1A82 0TS SRB-NOM MPS-NON 10.000 -4.000 .000, ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
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FIG. 37 SUMMARY-ELEVON DEFLECTIONS EFFECT ON ELEVON'H.M.p NOMINAL POWER ON
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